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Peace Corps Reps Recruit

Two representatives from the
'eace Corps will visit the Uni
versity of the Pacific on Wednes[ay; Thursday, and Friday of
text week.

among the 10,000 Peace Corps
Volunteers serving in 46 coun
tries in Asia, Africa and Latin
America. Students with back
grounds in all fields
are in de
mand for overseas programs.
Linda Pierce and Peter Mor- Juniors, seniors and faculty can
issey, two returned Peace Corps all qualify immediately for Peace
Volunteers from Columbia and Corps training.
ndonesia, will be on campus to
A graduate of San Diego State
xplain the Peace Corps, its train- College, Miss Pierce, who will be
hg and service programs, and one of the campus visitors, spent
fie opportunities it offers stu- her two years in Bucaramanga,
lents. They will also accept ap- Columbia. Her job was to work
ilications.
with the roughly 5,000 people in
Twenty-two University of the a 20 block section of the city
pacific studlents are presently whose occupation was largely un
skilled labor.
Assigned to a community de
velopment project, she spent most
of her time working with com
munity "juntas," women's groups
concerned with cooking, hygiene,
sewing, nursing, etc. She was
also involved in a joint CARE
Peace Corps project to provide
school lunches and helped organ
ize a local savings cooperative.
Miss Pierce entered the Peace
Corps already speaking Spanish.
She had spent her sophomore
year in college at the University
of Madrid and had also studied
in Mexico before entering the
Peace Corps.
Morrissey, the second visitor,
attended both University of San
Francisco and UC, Berkeley. His
assignment was in Medan, North
Sumatra, Indonesia as a regional
swimming and water polo coach
PETER MORRISSEY

LINDA PIERCE
affiliated with National Sports
Association. He organized and
coached a team of swimmers of
all ages.
In his spare time in Medan, a
commercial center, Morrissey
went by foot, bicycle, bus and
train to explore the surrounding
territory, including jungles and
volcanoes.
Due to his serving in Indonesia
at the time of a tense political
situation, he found much cur
tailment of individual freedom.
Indonesians did not speak out
(Continued on page 7)

Reserve Book Desk Relocated
Beginning the first week after
Christmas vacation the Reserve
Book Circulation Desk will be at
the Curriculum Lab in 108 Owen
Hall. The Reserve book section
must be moved from its present
place in the Martin Library in
order for workmen to begin the
interior redecorating.
According to plans, when the
remodeling is completed all cir
culation will be handled on the
second floor
of the Martin Li
brary. The temporary set-up for
Reserve books at the Curriculum
Lab will continue until at least
July 30, the scheduled date for
completion of the remodeling.
Mr. Spenser pointed out two
serious disadvantages of the new
set-up. One, there will not be
enough seating space in the Cur
riculum Lab to accommodate all
those students using reserve
books. These students will have
to take the books elsewhere to
study. This will be especially
difficult during the day as all of
the classrooms in Owen and Ban
nister are in use.
Secondly, the process of put
ting books on reserve will be
slowed down as all of the books
will have to be transported from
the main library to the Curri
culum library. This geographic
split will also be a disadvantage
to the student who is looking for
a particular book which may be
on reserve or in the stacks.

International Festival Opens Tonight
The Anderson "Y" Center
vill be ablaze with lights tonight
s it opens its third annual Interational Festival at 7:30 p.m.
The world gift bazaar, internaional folk music and entertain
ment, a coffee- house, and the
:inema arts showing of the
tench film,
"Candide" are the
aih attractions of the two-day
tffair.

The added feature of this
year's festival will be the Friday
evening showing of the fine
French film,
"Candide."
Vol
taire's stinging satire is placed in
a post World War II setting. The
result is a caustically comic sur
vey of race relations, the cold
war, and colonialism.

The gift bazaar has been planied to include a wide selection
f international gifts, according
>° Betty Nelson and Chip Macenzie, the festival's chairmen.
Articles from as far away as
Africa o our own Hawaiian Isands will be displayed and sold.
This should be an excellent opmrtunity to buy unique Christfas gifts, ranging in price from
' to $10, with a few priced up
° $25.

Friday, Dec. 10
7:30 pjn. World Gift Bazaar
Opens
7:30 p.m. First Showing of
"Candide" at Anderson
Lecture Hall
8:00 pan. C o f f e e H o u s e
Opens
9:30 p.m. Second showing of
"Candide" at Anderson
Lecture Hall
12:00 p.m. Festival Closes
Saturday, Dec. 11
2:00-5:30 p.m. World Gift
Bazaar Opens
5:30-7:30 p a n . W o r l d G i f t
Bazaar Cosed
7:30 pan. World Gift Bazaar
Opens
8:00 pan. Coffee House
Opens

The coffee house will offer a
elaxed candle-lit atmosphere,
'ith a variety of coffees, teas and
astries to be served. Half-hour
tograms including guest folk
ingers will be presented every
"our beginning at 8 p.m. on both
"venings.

INSIDE:

Schedule

Stan Stevens, "Y" Director, Betty Nelson and Chip Mackenzie,
co-chairmen of tonight's Intenational Festival, unpack articles
shipped from various countries to be sold in the World Gift Bazaar
tonight.

The library staff has attempted
to secure a study area near Owen
Hall in order to ease the seating
situation in the Curriculum Lab,
but there are absolutely no extra

NOTICE
The Reserve Desk at the Mar
tin Library will be closed all day
Friday, Dec. 17. Books must be
checked out for Christmas vaca
tion on Thursday, Dec. 16.

classrooms to be had during day
time hours. The needed space,
however, will be available after
6 p.m. The Curriculum Lab will
maintain the same hours as the
main library when the new sys
tem goes into effect.
There are fewer books on Re
serve this year than in the past,
and the library hopes that the
faculty will continue to place
fewer books on reserve during
the spring semester in order to
help the new procedure. The
library staff is very aware of the
many disadvantages the new sys
tem will present to the student,
and they are attempting to
remedy the situation in any way
they can.

Senate Proposes
Rebate Updating
The PSA Senate has passed a
resolution granting an increase in
rebates for PSA officers and pub
lications editorial staffs.
In the past seven years tuition
at UOP has increased 80 per cent
while there has been no revision
in rebates for PSA officers and
Naranjado and Pacific Weekly
executives.
For the last ten
years, a set rate has been follow
ed including a monetary stipend
that has not fluctuated
with the
tuition increase.
Not only has the cost of at
tending Pacific skyrocketed over
the past seven years, but the uni
versity has expanded, publication
schedules have grown, and the
PSA has been reorganized to in
crease the scope and responsibil
ity of student government.
Because rebates for the PSA
officers and publications editorial
staffs have remained at a stagnant
minimum during this period of
growth and expansion, the PSA
Senate has recently passed a reso
lution granting an increase in re
bates for these student govern
ment and publications executives.
The resolution is organized al
most entirely on a percentage
basis so that the problem of nonfluctuating
rebates will not occur
in future years.
(Continued on page 6)

Shop Stockton for Christmas

Superquiz

Editorial

Peace, the Christmas Spirit
"Peace on earth, good will toward
men." How often we have heard those
words, in fact most of us have probably
| heard them every Christmas of our lives.
Yet we sometimes seem to hear only the
words while missing the message of this
Christmas Proclamation.
It is difficult, we know, to think in
terms of peace in a world torn by war,
and it is equally hard to maintain good
| will toward others in our highly competi
tive society, but we are of the opinion that
this is what Christmas is all about.
We find it just a little sad that much
of the true meaning of Christmas gets lost
in the trappings that have become an all
consuming part of this most joyous season.
While we are in complete harmony
with the great Yule traditions of giving
gifts, and joining in festive celebration, we
also feel a need to remember the Christ of
Christmas and his message to the world.
In our opinion, the other aspects of
Christmas are empty unless they are in

The Reader's Stump
Editor:
As one concerned about the
loss of life in Vietnam, I reject
the polarity of thought implicit
in your editorial of Dec. 3.
Social protest, ranging from in
difference to the ultimacy of ter
rorism, is not necessarily a wave
in the onrushing tide of Com
munism. A truism of course, but
by considering the two as inter
changeable, and by subsequent
suppressive action — Vietnam
yesterday, Dominican Republic
today, we may well be creating a
world condition wherein the only
recourse for the revolutionary
movement will be the drastic ave
nue to Peking.
In short, if we persist in deny
ing the political nuances existent
in our era of revolution, we will,
by ourselves, precipitate the bi
polar world so cherished by the
xenophobic mind.
I do not deny that the Viet
Cong are supplied and most
likely entirely controlled by the
Communist — and nationalist —
Ho Chi Minh. Perhaps Ho is
himself in turn controlled' by
Mao. If so, why? Why did the
Viet Cong turn to the Com
munists in the first place?
The answer, I believe, lies in
the fact that social reform, so
often promised, has been so
rarely practiced, neither by the
French, nor by any subsequent
military regime, nor by us. Con
scious of perpetual injustice, peo
ple may get sick of empty words,
so sick, in fact, that they are even
willing to subject themselves to
an imperial power which domi
nated them for centuries in the
past, as did the Chinese.
This is indeed a drastic move
for the Vietnamese —• and the
Viet Cong are Vietnamese —
who once fought so fiercely
to
shake off that Chinese yoke. If
the public execution of social in
justice is ever to take place, how
ever, the Viet Cong and Ho Chi
Minh see the move as necessary.
It has happened, and I must con
cede that we cannot realistically
allow past injustices to dictate
present policy; we cannot pro

keeping with the Spirit of the one whose
birthday we honor.
Through his life and death this singu
lar man pointed the way for our dealings
with one another, yet how often is he the
example we follow in such daily problems
as civil rights, labor relations, social behavi
or and world diplomacy ? Or for that
matter how often do we pay more than
lip service to the Christmas Spirit of
"Peace on earth . . .?"
We know that as individuals it would
be impossible for any of us to bring peace
to the world', but as Christmas comes again
we would hope that all of us can grasp
with renewed meaning the importance of
bringing understanding and good will into
our own sphere of worldly influence. Then
like Tiny Tim we can say sincerely,
"God bless us every one," and not, as
Scrooge, have to face each other with a,
"Bah! Humbug!"
—Dave Frederickson

claim "Let there be social re
form" and leave. While the past
cannot dictate the present it can,
however, influence our course in
the future.
Therefore, I do not say
"Hands off Vietnam," nor do the
majority of those who participate
in the peace marches. What I
do say is "Take note of national
ism — negotiate for the good of
all concerned."
This is the
President's policy but in the light
of recent disclosures, I am led
to believe that the public is the
credulous target of Texas sweettalk.
If we insist on US military ad
vantage as a prerequisite for ne
gotiations, then a cease-fire will
occur only after one of two events
takes place: either the Chinese
eat rice in the Mekong Delta, or
the GI's eat hotdogs in Hanoi.
In either case, the Vietnamese
appear in the pages of history as
a people to all intents and pur
poses now extinct.
Tom Wilson
freshman

Tickets
Editor:
Is our Naranjado and subscrip
tion to the Pacific Weekly worth
$45.00 a year? I am speaking
indirectly of the outrageous situ
ation regarding entrance to the
Pacific basketball games at the
Civic Auditorium.
According to the PSA Hand
book, we are not only to receive
our yearbooks, Pacific Weekly,
and the right to vote in elections,
but also admission to all activities
under the auspices of the Asso
ciation, presumably a t h l e t i c
events included. So why are
only 600 studtent tickets printed
for basketball games when the
capacity of the Civic Auditorium
is 3,000?
We as students pay our tuition
and in turn expect a few rights
__ our own. We are on the
of
threshold of championship cali
ber basketball here at Pacific, and
why deny the right for over 2,000
students to see their winning
team in action?
Many students, ardent basketball fans, were turned away at

the Auditorium on the night of
the Cal State game, and I sup
pose the same number will be
turned away at the rest of the
games. A student body card
alone should be enough to allow
admission, as was the case re
garding football games this year
and basketball games in the past.
Coach Edwards has done a fan
tastic job in preparing our
players for winning basketball,
and when it comes to a winning
team we students aren't THAT
apathetic. It seems that a little
more insight on the part of the
ticket department is definitely in
order.
Sincerely,
Art Aim

Homecoming
Editor:
Visiting the Pacific campus
over your Homecoming week
end, I was sufficiently impressed
by one of the events to call it
to the attention of your student
body and offer my praise. I re
fer to your Homecoming Parade.
Rather dubious about the
whole affair, I braved the rain
with my date, a Pacific student,
to view your parade. To my utter
amazement, I saw and heard a
spirited parade of bands and
floats marching down the cold,
rainy, and wind-swept street. Un
familiar with the general run of
such things at UOP, I can only
say that if your Homecoming
Parade .was indicative of the
general campus spirit, you have
something of which to be quite
proud. I would imagine such
spirit coupled with a balmy day
and a winning football record
might be some spectacle.
Bravo Pacifica!
Sincerely yours,
Dave Graber
University of California
Santa Barbara

Note: Superquiz winners will
not be announced in the paper
due to technical problems. Win
ners names will be posted on the
honor roll to be found on the
second floor of Weber Hall.
Here are the answers to Superquiz No. 2.
1) The rent on Marvin Gar
dens with two houses is
$360.
2) Dagwood's next door
neighbor is Herb Woodley.
3) The three enimies of the
Bat Man are the Joker, the
Penguin, and the Cat Wo-

man.
Questions for this week's J
perquiz No. 3 are:
1) What is the name of Hei
Tremblechin's boss?
2) Who was the greatest
versary of Sherlock FjJ
mes?
3) Complete the following *'
troduction to a fatnoi
radio program; "Fast,
than a speeding bullet ..
Answers should be turned
on 3x5 cards (or a reasona^
facsimile) to Brusca and Hewj
son.

Football
Dear Editor:
I must completely agree with
the title of the Dec. 3 sports edi
torial, "A New Football Coach
Won't Solve the Problem for
UOP."
But the article didn't
directly deal with the real prob
lem in relation to the existing
personnel.
Although the coaching at Pa
cific may leave something to be
desired, the basic policy of the
athletic program, and the man
who heads it, is much more to
blame than is Coach Campora.
Many schools with teams and
coaching comparable to ours
compete successfully. The dif
ference being that other schools
play teams of comparable stature.
L.A. State, who had a good
year, does not schedule Air
Force, Idaho, Brigham Young or
Washington State. Most small
schools know their capabilities
and are intelligent enough not to
play major powers and lose sta
ture and pride with 1-8 records.
If we field
teams that are hu
miliated by state schools such as
L.A. State or San Diego State,
what in the hell are we doing
scheduling Idaho or the Air
Force?
There seem to be four choices
left open for the Tigers. The
first one is to keep the status quo
and remain a second-rate small
college playing first-rate
major
colleges. There are few people
other than the present Director
of Athletics who want Pacific to
take this road. Even the loyal
Quarterback Club is becoming
openly unhappy.
The second choice is to aban
don football completely and de

basketball team
velop
school can be proud of. Severj
schools have taken this step a*
found it successful. Notable
Seattle University, Lloyola .
Chicago, and Niagara. We hav
an excellent basketball coach
Pacific who also seems to be
excellent salesman for Pacific. I
Pacific takes this road, it wouldcj
be long before the student bod)
had pride in their athletics pro!
gram and in their school.
The third choice is to sched
ule only teams of Pacific's caliber
If we had concentrated on team
like Santa Barbara, Santa Clan
Sacramento State and San Jos
State, we would lose less mont
and regain pride. Why spea
money traveling to Colorado
New Mexico, and Idaho who
there are plenty of teams, art
teams which would have local i
terest, in California?
If i
would play comparable school
we would have more student ii
terest and pride. Also the loc
support would increase tremea
dously, after all who wants to si
a consistent loser!
The fourth choice is in of
mind far the wisest. That wouli
be to get rid of the rubber stafflj
at the desk of the Director of
Athletics. Pacific certainly won
go far under the direction of
man who tells the local scribes
that the law of averages
bounce us back to a winning J"
ord and that in a matter of tin*
we'll have a winning record,'
he did a year ago. The brea*
are earned, not wished for.
If we are to be a major statu
and retain local and student
(Continued on Page 3)

Send a Letter to Viet Nam
Simply Clip it Out and Sign
Editors note: The letter which
appears in this week's issue is a
personal letter from each one of
you to the armed forces in Viet
Nam. If you will sign it, cut it
out and bring it to either the
Pacific Weekly office or the PSA
office, we will see that it gets
mailed.
In this holiday season, Thanks
giving, Chanukah, Christmas and

Pacific Weekly
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New Years, I would like to pa£
to give tribute to those who a,
away from home, fighting f°r
American way of life.
The ideal for which yoU
fighting is a good one, so
feel your energies are being sFjj
in vain.
I cannot agree *
those at home who say we sh°
not help another country acn>
what we have.

So at this time of year I v/0f
like to send my thanks for
you are doing, and wish yolj
good holiday and peace 'n
new year.

University of the Pacific
Stockton, California
December, 1965
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ootbali

nually grabbed by other schools
while Pacific gets what is left.
The San Joaquin Valley puts
out a good crop of football
players every year and there is no
reason why Pacific should not
get its share. The recruiting must
be pretty sorry when not one
varsity football player can hit a
10 flat hundred as was the case
last year.

(Continued from page 2)
rest

then Pacific needs a staff
will recruit and sell Pacific
0 high school football players.
ye have a fine school here and
a little salesmanship and a
ecent football team, we could
ret the good athletes so badly
ieeded.
There is no reason for
excellent local talent as
uch
"harles Browning, Washington;
(ill Munson, former Utah; and
)anny Wong, Navy, to be an
iat

Is this major college talent? Of
course not, and yet we are told
that in the next few years with
teams like Air Force, Stanford,
and Idaho on the schedule we

The
ENGAGE-ABLES
go for
Keepsake'

Prices from flOO. to $2500. Rings Enlarged
to Show Beauty of Detail, ft Trade-Mark Reg.

Each Keepsake setting is
a masterpiece of design, re
flecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center dia
mond ... a perfect gem of
flawless clarity, fine color and
meticulous modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in the ring
and on the tag is your as
surance of fine quality.
Your very personal Keepsake
is now at your Keepsake
Jeweler's store. Find him in
the yellow pages under
"Jewelers."

will bounce back and win. Win
what? The sympathy of every
other college in the country? Not
one damn thing will be done if
the present attitude prevail over
the next years.
I repeat, replace Dr. Paul
Stagg with someone who is a
salesman, a recruiter, and most
important, someone with enthusi
asm. This could be done legally,
honestly and with tremendous
results if President Burns would
turn away from his "clustered
dream" for a few moments some
fall Saturday evening. During
football season he must be
ashamed to say he is from Pacific.
Sure, it would be nice to have
a name coach at Pacific, but what
good would any coach be without
the "horses"? A coach of the
caliber of Otto Graham would be
foolish to accept a job at UOP
under the present conditions. I
certainly agree that a football
coach with qualifications similar
to those of basketball coach Dick
Edwards could greatly help im
prove the situation of UOP, but
without a good salesman behind
him to actively help sell Pacific to
high school athletes, the new
coach will be in a hopeless situa
tion.
I agree with the time honored
axiom — "It's not whether you
can win or lose, but how you play
the game." But it is a lot more
fun to win occasionally. I faintly
remember a wise philosopher say
when I first arrived on this cam
pus, "Pacific seeks excellence and
scorns mediocrity." — R. E.
Burns.
Sincerely,
Clark Gustafson
Pharmacy '66

Pharmacy School Earns Upjohn Grant;
$25,000 for Construction Project
A capital grant of $25,000 has
been received by the school of
pharmacy at the University of
the Pacific from the Upjohn
Company toward construction of
new pharmacy facilities.
According to Ivan W. Roland,
dean of the school of pharmacy,
"The Upjohn Company was the
first pharmaceutical firm to give
a major gift to the school of
pharmacy when the school was
first started. We are pleased that
they are again the first to give a
major grant toward our new
facility."
This is the first major corpora
tion gift received by Pacific from
a major pharmaceutical firm to
ward construction of the new
$3,444,683 Pharmacy center.
A matching grant of $1,624,683
was recently given by the federal
government for the new facility.
A minimum of $1,820,000 must
now be raised through private
sources, according to Dean Rol-

and.
"Of this total, approxi
mately 35.5% or $11,226,000 is
being sought from corporations
and foundations" he said. In
addition to these corporations
and foundations, support for the
new building is also being solicit
ed from the organized pharmacy,
the Pacific pharmacy family, and
other interested individuals.
Dwight O. Moore, west coast
branch manager of the Upjohn
Company made the presentation
to Dean Roland and university
officials on campus recently.
The Upjohn Company, in
business since 1886, has its home
office and labs in Kalamazoo,
Michigan.

Child. Art Show

An exhibition of child art is
being shown by the art depart
ment of UOP through Dec. 17.
The exhibition is taken from
the collection of Doris Ritchie,
coordinator of art education for
the Stockton Unified School Dis
trict, and Larry Walker, assistant
professor of art at Pacific. Gal
lery hours are 4:00-6:00 p.m. on
Tuesday and Thursday.
The
Gallery is located in room 111,
Art Center.

Advisors
Like
Holidays
Merry
Christmas
Mr. Ross

CHAPMAN COLLEGE
Seven Seas Division

Liberal Arts Undergraduate Program for
Spring 1966 Semester On Board the
Floating Campus: m.s. Seven Seas
Sailing Around the World
I
ITINERARY

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement
and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for only 25tf.
Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

Spring 1966 Semester (126 days) leaves
Los Angeles on February 10, 1966. Ports
of call are: Tahiti, Wellington, Sydney,
Perth, Singapore, Madras, Colombo,
Tamatave (Madagascar), Dar es Salaam
(Tanzania), Djibouti (Somaliland), Ethi
opia, Suez, Alexandria, Beirut, Haifa,
Piraeus (Athens), Naples (Rome), Tunis,
Casablanca, Funchal (Madeira). Arriving
New York June 17, 1966.

RATES, TUITION AND FEES

NameAdd ress_
_State_

City_

L

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13202

Minimum rates for ship accommodation,
meals and all service from $1,690.00 plus
tuition, orientation, field trip and visa fees
totaling $800.00. Scholarships, loans and
deferred payment plans available.

ACCREDITATION
Chapman College is fully accredited by
the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges and by the California State Board
of Education for Elementary and Second
ary Teaching Credentials. Chapman Col
lege holds membership in appropriate
professional and educational associations.

Keepsake Diamonds

CAP'S Jewelry
C. P. "Cap" Lambert
477-1055

6036 Pacific Ave.
(IN MARENGO CENTER)

ADMISSION

Stockton

The academic program aboard the floating
campus and all other educational aspects

of the overseas program formerly con
ducted by the University of the SEVEN
SEAS has become an integral part of Chap
man College.
Our students, admitted to the program
must meet regular admission standards of
Chapman College and upon fulfilling its
requirements, will receive grades and
credits in accordance with its regularly
established standards. Transcripts of
grades, therefore, under normal admission
policies, should entitle the student to trans
fer credits to colleges that accept accredita
tion standards of the Western Association
of Schools and Colleges.

OPTIONS
Students may enroll for a single semester
or for a full academic year with one semes
ter on the floating campus and the other at
Chapman College in Orange, California
or for transfer to another college.

INQUIRIES
Catalog listing courses for the Spring 1966
semester available upon request. Address
all enrollment inquiries to: Director of
Admissions, Chapman College (Seven
Seas Division), 333 N. Glassell Street,
Orange, California 92666. Telephone (714)
633-8821.

m.s. Seven Seas under West German registry.
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Christmas is the Time for Reflection . . .
Peace
The bells their Christmas message
send o'er earth,
The message of our blessed Savior s

Operation Guidance Volunteers
Host South Stockton Children

birth.
For one fair day all thoughts of
war are drowned.
As songs of peace throughout the

seven and thirteen will enjoy a

world resound.

Christmas party tomorrow spon

Ah, that throughout the year those
bells might ring
In every realm of human traffick-

Two hundred south Stockton
children

sored

between

by

the

Operation

ages

of

Guidance.

The festivities will be held at St.
Mark's

Methodist

Church

in

south Stockton.
That

every

day

in

every

heart

ed by the children.

Some clubs

have as many as 40 members, and
Miss Keeler said that every club
meeting

draws

almost

100

per

cent attendance.
Some of the individual clubs
are planning their own Christmas
parties in addition to the big one

The afternoon's activities will

on Saturday. UOP students who

might be
One thoughts Good will to all —

include a magic show

by Gus

supervise the club activities in

and charity!

Clement, a puppet show by Jeri

clude Ann Keeler, Chrys Ennor,

Freggiaro, and refreshments do

Betty Pratt, Tina Leong, Bobby

nated by Miss Shannon of the

Collins, Marshall Wilkens, Mike

UOP

Fager, Gus Clement, Linda Cur-

— Arthur Gordon Field

Love
Discord and darkness — but the
Song and the Star
Can change our night as it was
changed for them
When simple folk and wise men

Bible

lead the singing of
Christmas carols.
themselves

are

traditional

making decora

The party is just one of the
Guidance.

projects

of

Operation

VC^orking

with

the

underprivileged children of south
Stockton,

Operation

Guidance

In threatening night, the Star

maintains ten recreational clubs

shone from above.
A pity if, perplexed in heart, we
miss
The music and the radiance —
and the Love!

headed by UOP college students.
These clubs meet once a

week

with children in second

grade

through junior high and arrange
special activities for their mem
bers

at

least

one

Saturday

a

month.

By CHRIS LEAVE
University

of

the

Pacific s

Preston Project is the first

cor

rectional program of its kind in
the history of the United States.
Conceived last year by sociology professor Dr. William F.
Byron and Allen Breed, director
of the new northern California
Youth Authority (CYA), the
program has expanded steadily
with obvious success according to
Byron.

Mark's Methodist, and Trinity

Building upon the premise that
juvenile resocialization would be
more effective if interested "nice"
students, both men and women,
took a friendly, rather than a
didactic, part in correction, the
project has explored entirely new
concepts and forged new avenues

Presbyterian Churches.

in the field.

Ann Keeler, head of Opera
tion Guidance reported that the
clubs have been very well receiv-

Presently some 20 regular stu
dents from the corrections class
on campus, plus occasional others

PSA, individual churches, and
private donations help

support

Operation Guidance which works
under the direction of the minis
ters of St. Peter's Methodist, St.

When you can't
afford to be dull.
sharpen your wits
with NODOZTM

s i b l e , r e s o u r c e f u l i n i t i a t i v e w e c a n p o s s i b l y m u s t e r .
. . .
This is the time to renew our commitment and give thanks |(
our present opportunities. Charles Wesley gave us more than
hvrnn
He composed a contemporary challenge 226 years ago:
7
'
Robert E. Burns

and several professors and ad

The PSA gives the program

ministrators are involved with the

little support ($75) and Balls

Preston School of Industry for

tyne Hall has contributed final

men, the "toughest of the Youth

cially to the project's efforts. H

Authority institutions" according
to Robin L. Lawsom, supervising

Greeks recently donated all i

social worker there.

school.

Each Tuesday the group leaves
UOP at 4:00. Every individual
is hosted by a Preston man for
dinner (at tables for four) and
a social period of conversation,
cards and music.
The hosting
privilege rotates on a two week
basis among the 100 men involv
ed with the progratnAt 6:30 the group divides to
attend special project activities)—
drama, art, dancing or psychology courses directed by individ
ual UOP students.
Between
7:30 and 8:15 the Preston student
coordinators and Preston Project
members meet to discuss the eve

the wood from their floats

to li

Bilingual students d

nate an occasional Tuesday ei
ning.

The library loans boo!

Dr. David K. Bruner, Jack M
son (both COP sociology)

ai

Dr. Herbert Reinelt (COP pbi
osophy)

have taken interest

well as Larry Walker (COP an
Dean Harold Jacoby (COP
Mark Brown (Cop drama), Mo
Betty I. Howery (music the
apy) and a host of other facult
members.

A Christmas cookie party,'
show and an A Cappella Ch®
visitation are being planned»
this season.

ning and future plans.
The enthusiasm of both the
Preston men and the Preston Pro
ject workers Byron attributes to
the adventure and satisfactions
involved in achieving something
that administrators, teachers, so
cial workers, ministers, rabbis,
priests and parents have failed in
— attaining a level of respectful
interaction.
Wards, adults and
middle class student men and
women are included and "every
one is learning tremendously,"

SENATE ELECTION
Election for off-campus ftp1

sentative will be held Friday, J'
7.

Candidates may sign up "

week and also take out a pd1"

in the Dean of Students 06
The

Constitution

test

will

given Mon., Jan. 3 in the P
office.

said Byron.

- OPEN 11 a.m. TO 9 p.m. DAILY -

THE SIZZLER NO. 31
IN LINCOLN CENTER
848 Benjamin Holt Drive
Eugene & Ruby Steele

NoDOZ Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
sluggishness. NODOZ helps restore
your natural mental vitality...helps
quicken physical reactions. You be
come more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Yet
NoDoz is as safe as coffee. Anytime
.. .when you can't afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits with NoDoz.

SAFE AS COFFEE

Seldom do we pause long enough in the traditional Christy
rush to give attention to the people who created our favorite Cfoj
mas carols. How many of us have given any thought to the pre
vious effort made by this one man that is so much a part of our l„e
And for many years, only one of his many hymns was accepted^
his Church!
Knowing this should give deeper meaning to A
particular hymn and to the goals we set in our own lives.
Ours is a community intended to budd better "ves- In 4'
words of this hymn, we see our task clearly before us.
Peace
earth, and mercy mild ..." It calls for all the intelligent, resp,

party.

Bethlehem.

— Elinor Lennen

1

Preston Wins Success

The children

tions and serving as hosts for the

special

this;

Bob

Four thousand hymns were published in the lifetime of Chatl,
John and Samuel Wesley and about twenty-five hundred were left
iyn
manuscript form. Charles Wesley was considered the greatest hv*
Titer eTer produced by the Church of
England. However,,
one of his hymns was admitted to their Book of Common Prayer
many years. That hymn was, "Hark! the Herald Angels Smg.

Fields and Louise Campbell will

from afar
Came with their eager need to

The angels sang to such a world as

department.

'Seldom do we Pause

Hamburger
Sandwich
Vi Pound

THE JOY OF CHRISTMAS AT

6130 PACIFIC AVENUE

PHONE 477-0082

477-7807

Steak Sandwid
Jumbo
with
Burger 7Qf French

w M t Freeh Fries M Mm Fries

V2 LB. GROUND ROUND STEAK
Sizzler Top Sirloin Steak
New York Cut Steak
Above Orders Served With Fries Or Baked Potato
Roll and Butter

Try This! A Steak You Can't Afford To Mi*
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ampus. Home, World Situations... and You
Peace on Earth and Mercyy
It is hard this Christmas season to think of "peace on earth"
„jth the tragedy that is Vietnam being constantly renewed in our
ninds via the latest casualty reports carried in the daily news media.
[t is hard to speak peace, pace, when there is no peace. It is also
iard to say "good will toward men" when racial and ethnic prejudice
re still rife in the land.
And yet the celebration of the Incarnation, the "immanent
0f God," contains incredibly, the quality of renewal. Not self renewal
(,ut God's renewal-in-grace. In a word the birth of Jesus signals
rebirth. Much ink has been spilled over the "materialism" or com
mercialization of Christmas. But remember that the Incarnation,
rhe birth of Jesus, is radically materialistic. The words of John 1:14
say it loud and clear "And the Word became flesh and dwelt among
us, full of grace and truth."
In this crisis ridden Christmas season we need to hear again
the words of healing from the prophet Isaiah chosen by Christ at
the outset of his ministry:
anl

ia

The spirit of the Lord is upon me,
For he has consecrated me to preach
the good news to the poor,
He has sent me to announce to the
Prisoners their release and to the
blind the recovery of their si ght.
To set the downtrodden at liberty,
To proclaim the year of the Lord's favor!"
—Luke 4:18.19
Like he said, "go and do likewise . . .",
remember?
—Stan Stevens
Executive Secretary,
Anderson Y

UOP Yule Activities
With Christmas rapidly ap
proaching, and amid the flury of
mid-terms, many campus living
groups are taking time out to
brighten the holiday season of
those less fortunate. Christmas,
a time of giving, will come true
next week in the following ways:

planned for Thursday by Delta
Delta Delta. Acting as Santa,
Dream Main Tom Strain will de
liver toys to the children, as they
play games and enjoy refresh
ments. The girls are also prepar
ing tray favors for the children's
ward of the county hospital.

Alpha Chi Omega is planning
j .i party for the orphans of the
Children's Home on Monday the
13. Santa, Roger Lappin, will pass
out gifts, while the girls enjoy
t games, caroling, and refreshments
, with the children.

Delta Gamma, in the manner
of Covell Hall will pixie eachother, with the gifts going to an
orphanage, or to underprivileged
children.

An orphanage party will be
given by Alpha Kappa Lambda
on Saturday, for the Stockton
[ Children's Home. Popcorn, pres
ents, and taffy pull will be fea
tured.
Covell Hall girls are acting as
pixies to each other for a week.
I At a final party, each girl will
give her pixie a gift, which will
in turn be given to the Marines
"Toys for Tots." The dorm
Christmas trees will be donated to
a church or orphanage.
A party for a class of under
privileged children is b e i n g

Delta Upsilon will have a
Christmas party on the 16. Gifts
have been donated by local mer
chants, and the children will be
entertained with games and re
freshments.

Carols and Candles
Messiah Presente d Sunday Brighten Campus

UOP Tradition

•

Continuing in a fifty year tradition the Con
servatory of Music will present the Messiah by
George Frederic Handel this Sunday afternoon
in the Conservatory Auditorium. The perform
ance which will begin at 4:00 will be under the
direction of Dr. J. Russell Bodley, dean of the
conservatory.

Linda Bollinger, chairman of
the pageant says, "The Christmas
Pageant is truly one of Pacific's
most beautiful traditions. It is
one time when students and fac
ulty members get together and
celebrate a special event."

PRELUDE TO CHRISTMAS
The Messiah is considered by many Stocktonians as the final
warning that Christmas is
rapidly approaching and it is one of the best
attended musical events of the year. Joining
in the performance will be the University Chorus
and members of the A Cappella Choir, both
under the direction of Dr. Bodley, and the
University Symphony Orchestra under the di
rection of Prof. Ralph Matesky.

/--»I • ,
1 „ and1 flicker
O
Christmas
carols
ing candles will brighten the air
during the
traditional UOP
Christmas Pageant, Sunday, Dec.
12, at 7:30 p.m.

STEVENS

Miss Link is a transfer student from the Uni
versity of South Dakota and! is a member of the
A Cappella Choir as well as a soloist in the up
coming opera production of the Magic Flute.

The pageant begins with John
Nichols leading the annual can
dlelight procession of carolers
from the quad area to the Con
servatory. Faculty members and
their families will join the Christ
mas carolers at President Robert
E. Burns' home. Off-campus living groups will greet the proces
sion at the Conservatory where
the program will take place.
President Burns will open the
Christmas program with a holi
day greeting. Each living group
will present its Christmas carol,
and the A Cappella Choir will
sing.
Students and faculty members
are invited to Grace A. Covell
Hall for refreshments and enter
tainment after the Christmas pro
gram.

Robert "Bob" Rodgers, a tenor from Inglewood, is another choir member and has the lead
ing role in the opera.

Amateur Photographers — learn
from a professional — call Steve
Turner.

FOUR SOLOISTS
The soloists for the performance are Louise
Stevens, soprano; Betty Link, contralto; Robert
Rodgers, tenor; and Michael Kizer, bass.

KIZER

The soprano soloist, Miss Stevens, a gradu
ate student in music, has sung extensively on the
east coast, and has auditioned for the Fred War
ing Choir.

Mike Kizer, the bass soloist, is from Stockton
and has sung extensively in the area as a soloist
and as a featured performer in operatic produc
tions on campus.

Englishj

LINK

SPECIAL FEATURE
A special feature of the performance this
year will be the use of the harpsichord as played
by Dr. Charles Schilling of the conservatory
faculty.
The orchestra which accompanies the Mes
siah will also perform in the opera workshop pro
duction of Mozart's The Magic Flute Jan. 7, 8,
and 9.

h

eft

Kt;

America's only
all-purpose
men's lotion
RODGERS

Wednesday night is the time
of Gamma Phi Beta's party for
children from Cleveland gram
mar school. Santa, dessert, gifts,
and games will be the specialties.
Forty children from South
Stockton will arrive a Kappa Al
pha Theta, Tuesday night for
dinner and packages. Doug McAdam as Santa will pass out gifts,
and the children will be enter
tained with caroling.

after shave
after shower
after hours

Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year Eveyone!!

4 ounce

$2.00

8 ounce

$3.50

16 ounce

$6.50

(p<w« taw

All in handsome
Redwood BOM

Hope to See You Back Next Year-

ne END ZONE

REMEMBER THIS CHRISTMAS
WITH PICTURES!

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL!

C

AMERA

C

OR NER

2 0 3 4 PACIFIC AVE.

fr^eed

w

M E N ' S CLOTHIER

2105 Pacific Ave.—464-7669
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Senate Scrutinizes AWS

As a result of a motion adopt
ed by the Pacific Student Asso
ciation Senate to investigate the
relationship of the Associated
Women Students and the PSA,
nine resolutions were presented
at last Monday's meeting.
John Fruth, chairman of the
PSA Special Committee on the
AWS, reported the recommenda
tions which were made after two
joint meetings of the committee
and AWS. The resolutions were:
• The off-campus women's
lounge is not the financial respon
sibility of AWS, rather the finan
cial burden should rest with the
University. AWS does have re
sponsibility of communications to
off-campus women.

THE ELITE . . . Bruce Reese offers butter and John Fruth pours
coffee, exhibiting their training in the gallantry of waiter-ship.

Fairbrook Adds 'Elite Waiters'

If you attend a banquet held
on campus (UOP averages one
a day) you are likely to be served
by a formally attired gentleman
who is a unique new addition to
Pacific's food corps — an "elite
waiter."
Director of Food Service, Paul
Fairbrook, acting upon a consult
ing experience and encouraged,
he said, by the enthusiasm of
Paul Van Dist, a student man
ager at Covell Flail, organized
the "Elite Waiters" about a
month ago.
Ten volunteers were recruited
to be outfitted and personally
trained by Fairbrook in the "art
of food service." They include
Edward Almoos, Richard Biglen,
Doug Christian, Paul Van Dist,
Bob Fields, John L. Fruth, Pat
Klien, Michael Panas, Bruce
Reese and Jim Segerstrom.
Available at any time any
where on campus, these men will
form a vital core group for any
and all serving needs. They are
being instructed at bimonthly ses
sions in everything from proper
use of the waiter's towel, tool of
his trade, to the etiquette of wine
pouring.
"There is an amazing amount
to be learned about this fieldfood service," Fairbrook said.
Four years of weekly meetings

would probably only teach one
the fundamentals of the Ameri
can style. Professionals in the
field are in high demand and
carry a lot of prestige." Train
ing will go on throughout the
year, and Fairbrook has opened
his personal library to his men.

Though Paul Fairbrook is
usually paid #20 an hour to
teach, #125 . #175 an hour to
speak, he is paying his men for
their training time. "You know,
these kids are really interested.
They really want to learn," he
said. "They have tremendous
curiosity and want to do their
job well, to be proud of it.

® Teas, big-n-little Sister Par
ties,'fireside chats do serve an im
portant function on campus.
• Currently, the PSA is sup
porting AWS totally.
AWS
should and must show some ini
tiative in raising funds and cover
ing operational expenses. AWS
is deserving of PSA funds be
cause they currently contribute
significant service to campus.
• In the event AWS is unable
to secure those standards which
the majority of women students
believe to be desirable, these
issues should be brought before
the PSA Senate by AWS.
® AWS should take a written
survey of women students at the
end of each semester to evaluate
standard's.
• Legislation of standards by
AWS should be done by a sep
arate body within AWS and ju
dicial functions of judging upon
standards handled by another
separate and distinct body. This
separation should be accomplish
ed by Spring, 1967.

6 EE o

Q

Campus Directory
The 1965-66 edition of the
Knolens Campus Directory will
go on sale next Monday. The
directory includes a listing of
campus address and phone num
ber and home address of students
and faculty at Pacific.
The books are printed each
year by Knolens, senior women's
honorary as a service to the cam
pus. This year Knolens received
help and guidance from the uni
versity public relations depart
ment. "It was only with their
help that we got such a neat-look
ing directory," commented Thelma Hashimoto, co-chairman of
the project. Knolen Judy Gilbert
also led work on the directories.
Directories will be distributed
in Covell Hall, University Book
store, and the Quads. Books will
also be available from any Kno
len on campus. Cost of the di
rectory is 75c.

Hold a Tray Full of Beauty at G. V. Smith Jewelers

G. V. SMITH
JEWELERS

336 LINCOLN SHOPPING CENTER

® The appeal process of AWS
should be clarified by AWS for
all women students.
® Channels of communication
to AWS are adequate and stu
dents should utilize them.
• A constitutional amendment
should be adopted to remove the
AWS representative's vote on the
executive cabinet of PSA. AWS
will still maintain floor
privilege
to the cabinet.
Fruth, in commenting on the
resolution, said, "We expect
AWS will comply with most of

the recommendations. If not, w
still retain the power of jL

purse." He also remarked th;
the Senate called for "stopp;n
the vendetta against AWS, DeaJ
Davis, and the Personnel Com
mittee.
jtu"1

The Senate adopted the com y- Bodley s
mittee's resolutions. The call f0
,uld t>e
I w'01
an amendment was sent to th
end
Constitution and Rules Commit
tee to be drafted into a forma "Dean Boc
amendment which will be vote, -yersity o!
on in the Jan. 7 election.
[fore the

Stockton," D:

ame to Paof
tears ago anc
: all those w.
,wdied with
jm as the d
Editor will be granted a rebat
fish to drop
of 33 J/3 per cent of tuition also
work
The Sports Editor will receivi trative
Jeased that
#75.

Revision to Update Rebates
(Continued from page 1)
The PSA president currently
receives #450 a year, and if the
resolution is, passed, will receive
75 per cent of the #1500 tuition
or #1,125. The PSA Vice Presi
dent will receive an increase from
#350 to #750 or 50 per cent of
tuition. The Secretary and Treas
urer will receive 25 per cent of
tuition or #325 as compared to
#350 in the past, or a decrease in
rebate in thi scase.
The Naranjado Editor will be
granted 50 per cent of tuition or
#750 over the present #400. The
Business Manager will receive
#325 or 25 per cent of tuition, a
decrease over the current #400
figure.
The Associate Editor
and Art Editor's rebates will be
discontinued, and the Photo Edi
tor and the Copy Editor will now
receive a yearly rebate of #50
each.
The Editor of the Pacific
Weekly will receive a raise in re
bate from #500 to #1,125 or 75
per cent of tuition. The Busi
ness Manager will receive 33/}
per cent of tuition or #500 over
the present #450. The News

The total increase in rebate ii
these three areas, PSA officers
Naranjado editorial staff, an:
Pacific Weekly editorial staff i The varsit;
#3,525.
Total rebate expendi] sncluded its
tures, if the resolution is passec
ipiet Dec. 5
will be #5,890.
Hotel. Awar
The resolution needs a two most valuable
thirds approval in a student bodi layers, and
election to pass. The election wil aptain eleci
be held early in January.
honors were ;
Considering the 80 per cen statistics give
jump in tuition in the past sevet and high foul
years an d'the immobile rebate
Coach Con
followed for the last ten years
the presentatic
the PSA Senate passed this reso
ning is the fi
lution in Senate action last week
game to gam
lack, winning
a more er
lence.
Who is Gary Neese?
Dean B. I have something ti
Years fron
tell you — Easdon S.
her your bes
n'orst games,
Be the first on your block to baki four friends, ;
10,000 chocolate chip cookies. learned. Yot
low many ga
Ingrown toenails? Complete rt their scores."
ay that he hop

MacK
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46 Years Later

Dean Bodley Resigns; Returns to Classroom
Dr. J- Russell Bodley has sub
mitted his resignation as Dean
f the Conservatory of Music to

teach in the Conservatory of
Music and to conduct the A Cappella Choir."

return to teaching.
President
Robert E. Burns in announcing
0r. Bodley's resignation said that
It would be effective in June at
tfie end of the current academic
year.
"Dean Bodley's service to the
University of the Pacific began
before the school moved to
Stockton," Dr. Burns said. "He
came to Pacific as a freshman 46
I years ago and earned the respect
of all those who have worked1 and.
(studied with him. We will miss
(him as the dean but respect his
(wish to drop the dean's adminis
trative work load.
We are
(pleased that he will continue to

In his undergraduate days he
was a cheerleader, an end on the
football team, a member of Rhizomia and was reported to play
more than his share of jazz piano
as well. He joined the Pacific
faculty in 1923 and became Dean
in 1955.
A Pacific graduate in the class
of 1923, Dr. Bodley went on to
receive his Master of Music de
gree from the Eastman School
of Music in Rochester, New
York. He received his Doctor
of Music degree from the Uni
versity of Puget Sound in 1962.
Among the great names in music
with whom he has studied are

Nadia Boulenger, Arnold Schonberg and Howard Hanson.
Dean Bodley became the di
rector of the A Cappella Choir
in 1934, and is credited with be
ing one of the leaders in the
pioneering of a cappella singing
on the west coast.
He has composed many pieces
for the choir including an ar
rangement of Malotte's setting of
"The Lord's Prayer." Perhaps
more familiar to Pacific students
are his original school songs —
"Hungry Tigers" and "Get the
Old Cheers Ringing."
An avid fisherman,
Dr. Bodley
is also a fine tennis player and
a member of the faculty bowling
team.

! MacKenzie Honored at Water Polo Banquet
The varsity water polo team
concluded its season with a ban
quet Dec. 5 at the California
Hotel. Awards were given for
most valuable and most improved
players, and for the honorary
captain
elect.
All-conference
honors were awarded as well as
statistics given for high scorer
and high fouler.
yd,

Coach Conner Sutton began
the presentation by saying, "Win|j riing is the foremost goal from
I game to game, but in looking
I back, winning is only a small part
I of a more encompassing exper> ience.
"Years from now you remem
ber your best games, or your
worst games, a chipped tooth,
your friends, and what you have
learned.
You don't remember
how many games you won, or
their scores." He went on to
say that he hopes to improve over

the .500 mark next year.
The most valuable player
award was given to Jim "Arm"
MacKenzie. He was also hon
ored with election to the first
team of the All-Northern Cali
fornia Water Polo League for the
third consecutive year. MacKen
zie was high scorer this season
with 90 goals.
MacKenzie's
fourth honor of the evening was
receiving the honorary captain
trophy.
Most improved player award
went to Mark "Wyley" Wille.
Bart Nelson, outstanding defense
of the season, was elected to the
All-Northern California honor
able mention team. Nelson was
the player with the most fouls.
Second to MacKenzie in high
scoring was senior Larry Huiras
with 20 goals. Huiras was also
second in "over finessing."
The
third highest scorer of the sea

Frankie Osborne and Larry Leasure appear as Glady's and Prez
in "The Pajama Game" at the Pacific Bowl Playbox.

son was Bob Allen with 10 goals.
Allen played more quarters than
anyone on the team, as he played
both junior varsity and varsity
this year.

Seven Pacificites Now Starring,
In Local Show, 'Pajama Game'

The seniors of the team were
honored at the banquet. They
are Larry Huiras, John Ostrom,
Chris Smith, and Ralph Purdy.
The team manager, Clark Roundtree, was thanked for an endless
job well done.

Seven students and former
students of the University of the
Pacific are presently appearing in
"The Pajama Game," being pre
sented at Pacific Playbox, a new
addition to the Pacific Avenue
Bowl.
The bright musical comedy is
a production of Musical Comedy
Theater, a group newly organized
by Mrs. Betty Hackett of Stock
ton. Opening night was Novem
ber 26.

MacKenzie had this to say
about the season, "I would like
to commend Coach Sutton for
the excellent job he did. I can
forsee an even stronger season
next year; our record (11-11) is
no real indication of our strength
since nine of our loses came at
the hands of five of the top ten
teams in the nation. The outcontinued on page 8)

Pacificites performing are Sue
Hanifen, Larry Leisure, Mal
colm Stone, Frankie Dewey Os
borne, and1 Libby G e o r g e .
Thomas McKenzie is the director
while Jack Holmes Pierce is the

O.K. Tire Alignment
American Car $5.95 Alignment
(Air Conditioning Slightly Higher)

SPECIAL $8.95 ALL POPULAR TIRES
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

2936 E. Main St.

462-4150

EMERGENCY?

A sudden fever.'
The doctor rushes over.
No longer need anyone.
Call the pharmacist from your home
for a prescription or other sick-room
necessities.
Jane Hornbeck, Snow Queen of Northern California, looks at Ski
Equipment at Ward Tyler's. Complete Sales and Rental.

WE ARE NOW OPEN
24 HOURS EVERY DAY
Free delivery at ALL times

'Gvefryl"A+ig -po*

SpotT'

145 E. WEBER AVENUE - STOCKTON

RICE'S

AVENUE

DRUGS

2206 Pacific Avenue — 466-3433

stager. Choreography is by Su
san Hackett.
The Broadway hit, with book
by George Abbott and Richard
Bissell and music and lyrics by
Richard Adler and Jerry Ross is
a "happy, fast-paced musical."
The play is a cheerful comedy
set in the "Sleep Tite" Pajama
Factory which is beset by labor
problems.
Musical numbers include "Her
nando's Hideaway" and "Hey
There" which have become
standard popular songs.
The show will run Friday and
Saturday nights through Janu
ary at 8:30 p.m. Reservations
are available by calling Miracle
Music.

Peace Corps Team
(Continued from page 1)
actively on matters that concern
ed1 them. He said he found him
self an object of curiosity to the
Indonesians because of being
"punctual, persevering, and able
to speak and understand their
language."
Groups can arrange to have
both Miss Pierce and Morrissey
speak and answer questions.
Arrangements should be made
with Dean Edward S. Betz, Peace
Corps Liaison at Pacific.
A Peace Corps Support Group
has been formed to sponsor the
visit of a Peace Corps recruiting
team to Pacific Dec. 13-16.
The group, composed of rep
resentatives of each living group,
was organized by Dean Edward
S. Betz to boost interest in the
Peace Corps and coordinate ac
tivities of the visiting recruiters.
Among those activities planned
are a permanent display in An
derson Y and a discussion with
a question and answer period.
Special emphasis will be placed
on the Junior Peace Corps sum
mer training program for stu
dents between their junior and
senior years of college. This is
scheduled for Anderson Lecture
Hall Thursday, Dec. 18, at 11
a.m.
Living groups may also
have a Peace Corps representative
speak to them, if they wish.
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Martin to Research at Cal; Jackson Substitutes

Reorganization of
Men's Interdorm
In an attempt to revitalize the
long dormant Men's Interdorm
Council, the PSA Senate has
passed a resolution reorganizing
the group and renaming it the
Association of Resident Men
(ARM).
The Interdorm Council is call
ed for in the PSA constitution
and was established in the early
1950's to represent men living on
campus, but not in fraternity
housing. But it was active only
one or two years as a representa
tive body in student government.
John Fruth, West Hall repre
sentative in the council, believes
that the council's inactivity is a
major cause of apathy among
men students. He stated that
reorganization of the council will
give "effective representation to
the men's dorms" and "encour
age communication and coopera
tion between the dorms."
The Senate reorganization plan
provides for the following: (1)
organization of the ARM upon
the Stanford Articles; (2) re
moval of the previous council's
judicial powers; (3) appointment
of the president and vice-presi
dent of each dorm to the admin
istration of the ARM; (4) provi
sion for the election of one rep
resentative to the administration
of the ARM for COP men living
in the cluster colleges; (5) and
determination of the ARM's in
ternal structure by its adminis
trative board.

Dr. Warren Bryan Martin, pro
vost of Raymond College, has
been granted a leave of absence
for five months by the university
to allow him to accept an invita
tion from the Center for Research
and Development in Higher Edu
cation, University of California,
Berkeley, to be "visiting research
educator." His appointment is
from Feb. 1 to July 1, 1966.

The Center has recently re
ceived a grant of $4,300,000 from
the US Office of Education to
"accelerate innovation and im
provement in the provision of
education beyond the high
school."
i
Provost Martin is the first edu
cator to be invited into the pro
gram as a full time scholar in
residence. He will be provided

Printers Like Holidays Too

with housing, secretarial aid and
recompense for his research,
thinking and writing during his
stay.
Dr. Martin said that he is very
pleased with this opportunity.
His time, rather than being filled
with schedules and agendas, has
been reserved for thoughtful in
quiry into and brainstorming on
the subject of establishing a
healthy academic and spiritual
community in new institutions.
"We will be trying to respond
to the issues raised1 by the FSM
(Free Speech Movement) —
alienation, the evils of mass pub
lic education," Martin said.

Banquet.
(Continued from Page 7)
look is bright for several seasons
since some of the outstanding
players on this year's team were
freshmen and sophomores.
"We should be stronger next
year not only because of the
strong nucleus of young players,
but because the high scorers will
be returning. We have shown
improvement over last year (516) and will do better next year."
He implied that Stanford was the
team to beat.
The exceptional players return
ing next year are Bart Nelson,
Bob Allen, and Mark Wille.
Goalies Jim Mair and Marc
Cooper also will be returning.

MANY THANKS ... to our "cut to come," "I'll be there" printers
at Simard's: Cliff, Joe.

"We'll be investigating the nati
of a sound educational grov
pattern and the mechanics
building it into future expansi
of the college and university p
gram.
"We are seeking a creative
sponse to our past errors a

wholesome innovation for futi
reference," he explained. "Cr<
tion of the prototype for a vii
sensitive new academic
munity is our theme."

coi

He concluded by pointing 0
that "an administrator is not ju

a man with an oil can and
monkey wrench who keeps tl
machine going. He also puts
in motion and indicates its dire
tion."
Dr. Larry Jackson, dean of tl
chapel will assume the duties i
acting provost during Dr. Ma
tin's absence, which will give hi
excellent experience for futui
positions of authority, indicate
Dr. Martin.
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lonor Societies at Pacific:
'edestal for Intellectuals?'
By SYLVIA CHAPPELL

[Are the honor societies at UOP
JjAthing more than mere pedestals
Jpon which to place the intellec:pS
ally elite? What is the actual
le of honor societies in gens diri •al?
According to Warren B. MarUi, Provost of Raymond College,
i-fcnor societies have two roles:
the presentation of the imjxe where academic excellence
fid achievement are recognized
HJ the public and the University,
hd (2) the banding together of
tellectually inclined students in
der to act as a catalyst to each
ier and to the student body in
neral.
Although Martin encourages
dirticipation in honor societies by
lavmond students, he is "not enusiastic about them because
ey tend to isolate and place on
pedestal those who ought to
rve as a stimulus to others."
To Harold S. Jacoby, dean of
le College of the Pacific, honor
>cieties should make a greater
mtribution to the intellectual at
mosphere of the campus which
t present they do not do. For
lis reason, the majority of the
:udents fail even to realize that
ley exist on campus, and thereire, they have little impact.
Jacoby stated that when memers of these societies are tapped,
[tieir recognition goes essentially
[unnoticed which in turn offers no
stimulation to others.
Analyzing the effect honor so
cieties have on students, Edward
>. Betz, dean of students, stated
bat he doubted whether the exstence of honor societies on cam>us affects student achievement
o the point where a student says,
I'm going to study harder so
that I can get into an honor so
ciety." While they have little
effect on the student body as a
fvhole, they "boost the morale of
he individual who receives the
honor."
' There should be no defensiveSness about the intellectual life on
tampus," said Martin. How can
the honor societies take a positive
I'stand toward being an "intellec
tual ferment?" Should the reno
vation occur in the standards of
the society or in the program un
der which they function?
Martin, Jacoby, and Betz all
^eel that a change is needed in
the honor societies' respective
programs. Martin suggests that
Mien distinguished guests and
ecturers appear on campus, mem'ers of these organizations ought
to serve as a stimulus to the "in
tellectually sloppy" who need mo
tivation and encourage them to
Participate.
This would promote an aware
ness by more of the student body
°f the effectiveness or honor soc'eties and would develop a cli
mate of intellectual curiosity. At

times of crisis in our nation,
members of these societies should
take the initiative to instigate bull
sessions among students, faculty,
and administrators to stimulate
the thinking process of the cam
pus in general.
To the last item, Jacoby readily
agrees that bull sessions or semi
nars would add to the intellectual
life of the campus.

Do We Want Phi Beta Kappa at UOP? Knolens Apply for
Chapter of Mortar
Board on Campus

Why isn't Phi Beta Kappa rep
resented on the UOP campus?
A survey of the deans reveals
numerous reasons for the absence
of the oldest and most esteemed
of the Greek letter societies. Al
though regarded as stricter than
any other accrediting agency, Phi
Beta Kappa has the same require
ments than its lesser known
counterpart, Phi Kappa Phi, the
top honor society on this campus.
Dean Catherine Davis describes
the presence of a Phi Beta Kappa
chapter on a university campus
as "recognition of that institution
as excelling in scholarship." But
this university has never applied
for a chapter.
One reason Dean Davis sug
gests is that UOP does not have
a high enough endowment. A
high endowment is necessary to
assure that a program of high
scholastic standards will be con
tinuous.
Another reason, she said, is
that when the university does
apply for a Phi Beta Kappa
chapter it must be absolutely sure

that all requirements are fully
met. To be turned down in such
an application would hurt the
university's record when apply
ing for other honor societies.
"Phi Kappa Phi is better than
Phi Beta Kappa," says Dean
Willis Potter, "because it has a
broader coverage."
Students majoring in music, en
gineering, and business adminis
tration would not be considered
by Phi Beta Kappa which honors
only students majoring in the
liberal arts and sciences.
Dean Edward S. Betz did not
know if it would be "possible or
practical" to have both Phi Beta
Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi on
campus.
All the deans did agree that
honor society representation on
campus even without Phi Beta
Kappa is good. But they also
agree with Dean Betz that "that
square key (of Phi Beta Kappa)
carries a lot of weight."
Dave — Don't forget to take out
the garbage — M.

Pacific's local senior women's
honorary, Knolens, is in the final
attempt to affiliate with the na
tion women's honorary Mortar
Board.
Knolens have been correspond
ing with Mortar Board since
1956. In 1959, the group filed a
petition for membership.
By
January, 1961, Mortar Board sent
the first visitor from the National
Council to evaluate the campus.
After this first visit, the Mor
tar Board visitor suggested revi
sions in the Knolens structure so
that the Pacific group would con
form with the national. Among
these changes were the rotation
of advisors each year and the as
sistance of faculty members in de
termining members of the organi
zation.
The second visit by Mrs. Rob
ert de Vleming, National 2nd
(Continued on Page 10)

Merry Christmas from the Staff
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Meyer Inaugurated at Ohio Northern
The inauguration of former
UOP Academic Vice-President
Dr. Samuel Lewis Meyer as the
seventh president of Ohio North
ern University was witnessed by
more than 2,000 persons packed
into Taft gym. Hundreds who
had planned to be present listen
ed to the ceremonies over the
radio after rain canceled outdoor
arrangem ents.
Some 200 delegates from col
leges and universities, in addition
to representatives of learned and
professional societies and mem
bers of the Ohio Northern fac
ulty paid honor to Dr. Meyer in
the colorful pre-inaugural pro
cessional. Representing the Uni
versity of the Pacific was Elliot J.
Taylor, dean of UOP admissions.
Other UOP representatives
were Mr. Mel Nickerson, Miss
Judith McMillin and Miss San
dra Clark. Nickerson, a Pacific
alumnus, former student body
president and former executive
secretary of the Alumni Associa
tion, is now on the staff of North
ern Illinois University. Miss
McMillin, dean of women at Mt.
Union College, Ohio, and Miss
Clark, dean of women at Hiram
College, Ohio, are also UOP
alumni.
Dr. J. Otis Young, chairman
of the board1 of trustees, pre
sented Dr. Meyer after he had
been escorted to the podium.
The charge was delivered by
Bishop F. Gerald Ensley of the
Ohio West area of the Methodist
church. Then Dr. F. Bringle
Mcintosh, president emeritus,
transferred the medallion of
office.
In his address, "Two Bequests:
Roots and Wings," the new Presi
dent Meyer said, "It is my sincere
belief that at Ohio Northern Uni
versity we have only one choice;
from this day forward we must
dedicate ourselves to that margin
of excellence which separates
education of the highest quality
from that which is anything less.
It is only through the develop
ment of strong roots that we can

make available to our students
the knowledge from which to
build a meaningful life and to
sustain their freedoms."
Speaking of "wings," Dr.
Meyer said, "The educational
system is incomplete that ignores
man's spiritual development. A
man cannot live by reason alone."
Dr. Carter Davidson, president
of the Association of American
Colleges and of Union College
spoke on "The Educational
Statesmen." He described the
heavy burdens that must be car
ried by a college head if he is to
survive and flourish. He empha
sized that they could be saved by
an allotment of free time how"Every president must come
back regularly to drink deep at
the Pierian spring of liberal
learning if he is to be effective in
his moral and intellectual leader
ship," he concluded.
The conferring of honorary
degrees followed. Recipients were
Dr. Davidson; Dr. Myron F.
W i c k e, general secretary of
higher education of the Metho
dist church; Bishop Ensley, and
Bishop Francis Kearns of the
Ohio East area of the church.

Knolens . ..
(Continued from Page 9)
vice president of Mortar Board,
took place last month. Miss
Catherine Davis, dean of women,
expressed hope that Mortar
Board will be on campus in a year
or so. "Even if the recent re
port is favorable," said Dean
Davis, "it still doesn't guarantee
our final affiliation."
The decision will be made at
the National Council which meets
in June. The visit from the sec
ond national council-member is
the final step in affiliating. If the
National Council accepts and ap
proves a charter for UOP, addi
tional approval must come from
all 118 chapters throughout the
nation.

Luncheon and a reception fol
lowed the inauguration and that
evening President and Mrs.
Meyer held a private party for
their friends.

Draft Picture

"One Pacific student has al
ready been drafted" said Elliott
J. Taylor, dean of admissions.
Dean Taylor went on to say
that he did not know the details
of the induction, but this is one
definite example of the draft
affecting Pacific this fall.
At the present time all UOP
Dr. Charles Clerc begins a
graduate
students, and seniors
three year term as the ninth mem
ber of the Faculty Athletic Policy are being classified 1A. "These
as well as all part time students
Committee.
have a 1A classification, yet in all
An English professor, Clerc likelihood they will be uneffected
was elected to his new position until June," said Dean Taylor.
Nov. 9, at the general faculty
Dean Taylor emphasized that
meeting. He will be serving any students being drafted are
with Dr. Wallace B. Graves, Dr. entirely up to' the local boards.
John V. Schippers, Dr. M. Lewis Each board must fill its own re
Mason, Dr. Richard P. Dodge, quirements for manpower, and
R o b e r t R . W i n t e r b e r g , P a u l these could possibly dip into the
Stagg, Earl J. Washburn, and student population.
Paul H. Winters.
"At present, grade averages
This committee considers such are not being considered," said
policies as eligibility standards, Dean Taylor, but if they start tak
athletic grants-in-aid, scheduling ing students it may come to that.
"The administration will make
policies, conference affiliation and
athletic budgets. For instance, every effort to see that any
last year the committee decided drafted students can re-enter
not to lower entrance require school without any loss of aca
ments for athletes, not to raise demic credit," said Dean Taylor.
the football budget, and to play
large schools and ones compar Chuck — Whatever's right —
Sue R. and Marci M.
able to Pacific.

Athletic Policy Comm.
Gets New Member

Another function of this Ath
letic Policy Committee is to in
form the faculty about athletic
problems and procedures. It also
promotes an athletic program
that is educationally justifiable,
financially sound, and in har
mony with total aims and objec
tives of the university programs.

Last chance — send 75c and
name and address to P. O. Box
61, Stockton, Calif.

DRAFT'S ATTITUDE

Those students interested ij
taining their II S draft st
which temporariy exempts t
from the armed services sh(
be aware of the latest diret
sent to all California d
boards.
It states, in effect, that in 01
for a student to qualify for a
ferment, he must be engage
a course of study which sugg
the continuity necessary to en;
him to graduate four years a
the completion of high scho
This roughly means thai
minimum of fifteen units sho
be successfully completed e
semester to insure a student
ferment classification.
Conceivably, any break in i
continuity, such as a semester
of school or a semester in wli
less than fifteen units are a
pleted and not compensated
by a semester of more than
teen units, could render a stud
I.A. and immediately availa
for induction.
However, each student's c
is reviewed1 individually a
often additional deferments i
granted to students very close
graduating.

Wanted — 1 ticket "The I
Commandments." Contact P
Hansen.

ARPEGE

Margaret — See ya — D.

BATH LUXURIES

Joe Kelly will not be debating
today.

Ly LANVIN

Need ride to Bangkok at Xmas
— Charlie Tuna.

SKI

TIPS

The snow in the hills is holding

Arpege Soap
Hand she
3 cakes $5.00
Bath size
2 cakes $5.00
Guest size
9 cakes $6.00

great, almost all areas are report

BUSINESS OFFICE
Special Notice

To all students who register in advance
January 3 To 8, 1966

In order to complete registration at the
Business Office
1. A $50.00 advance payment must be made
by cash or check in person. (This payment
cannot be billed or deferred).
2. Present your Social Security Card to Business
Office.

ing excellent conditions. Better take
Saturday or Sunday off to ski be
fore going home for Christmas.

We have a lot of fine rentals
available for your use in case you
want to take a novice friend along.

Check the chains to make sure
they fit and that all of the links
are sound and will not break. Very
frustrating to break a chain or
have them not fit when they are
required. Better have a set of tight
eners along also.

(•

n1145 W. Alder

3. Delinquent accounts must be cleared.

ff=^

Stockton, California

Arpege
Dusting Powder
8VA 02. . . $5.00*
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"Professional Prescription

SPECIALISTS"

| 9K, MARENGO Sltopplnq CENTER.
| 6037PACIFIC AVE..STOCKTON
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Bengals Open Season With Two Wins

Hitting on all five
cylinders
fter the half-time intermission,
Tj L Pacific Tigers blew visiting
4 iresno State right out of the
yjn with a second half scoring
plurge to give themselves a pereCt 2-0 record for the season.
Joe Kelley with 29 points and
Ceith Swagerty with 28 rebounds
{i
ui
aj
'C gg

the big men in the Tigers'
victory of the young seaon. The game was marked by
he return to action of high scorng forward Bob Krulish. Allough hampered by having his
3 3 ttjured left hand taped, Krulish
iei onnected for 16 points and gave
!is teammates a lift by his mere
resence in the game.
tete

econd

a U Down by one point at halfre j ime at 36-35, the Bengals stormitet fed back to take a quick ten-point
hat advantage and steadily increased
at to the 82-62 final score.

Students wishing to attend
JOP basketball games must pick
ip their tickets in the campus
ym from 9 to 5 during the folowing times only.
iacramento State ___ Dec. 13-15
It. Mary's
Jan. 4-6
lan Jose State
Jan. 10-12

M

Ticket Reservation Policy
Student attendance at basket
ball games will be limited only
for games played in the UOP
campus gym, John Marks, sports
information director, reports. All
games with the exception of three
will be played in the Stockton
Civic Auditorium.
Season ticket sales number 320,
and with the complimentary tic
kets for the teams, band, radio,
and press, there is only room for
600 students when the games are
played on campus. "We would
have scheduled all the games
downtown," Marks said, "but the
auditorium was not available for
the three games which are now
being played in the gym."
He went on to point out that
there is no limitation on student
attendance for the downtown
games. Students are required to
meet a deadline in picking up the
U.C. Santa Barbara . Jan. 10-12*
U.S.F
___ Feb. 7-9
Pepperdine
Feb. 14-16*
Loyola
Feb. 14-16
Santa Clara
Feb. 21-23
* limited to 600 tickets
THE HOUSE

DRIVE

//V
OF QUALITY

1603 PACIFIC AVENUE

Phone 463-4952

tickets for each game to enable
the ticket office to estimate the
number of tickets available for
sale to the public.
Students can pick up their tic
kets in the gym between 9 and 5
every day until the deadline.

Intramurals
The intramural mile and onehalf cross country race which was
held Nov. 23 saw Phi Kappa Tau
capture the team trophy while
Don Payne, also of Phi Tau, won
individual honors. Fourteen par
ticipants took part in the gruel
ing event. Paul Van Diest fin
ished second, while Chuck
Woodley crossed the finish
line
in third place.
Basketball competition began
Monday, Dec. 6 with four games
being played each night. There
are over 25 teams divided into
three leagues in this year's com
petition.
Squire Fridell, graduate assist
ant handling the intramural pro
gram, says, "This is one of the
greatest turnouts for basketball
competition in the past few years,
and if this competition is played
well and as hard as it was during
football, the season should be an
exciting one to follow."
All schedules will be posted
every Wednesday denoting dates
and times for each game.

NEW...

CONCORD F-85
SOUND CAMERA®

UOP Women Place Third in Recent
WRA Swimming Meet at Edison High
by STAN LEEMAN
Matching speed against speed,
the women of UOP competed in
swimming against the women of
American River Jr. College, UC
at Davis, Chico State, Humbolt
College and Sacramento State on
Nov. 20.
The first event was the 100 yd.
medley relay which was won by
Pacific in a time of 1:00.5; 2nd
Davis, 1:04.2; 3rd, Am. River,
1:04.7.
The 100 yd. individual med
ley was won by Cain of Am.
River in 1:04.6 time. Miss Whip
ple, from UOP, was second with
a time of 1:09.6, however, she
could have done better if she had
had any sort of rest between
races.
Miss Whipple showed great
strength and courage in swim
ming two consecutive events and
winning one and placing second
in another. The individual med
ley is one of the roughest events
to swim, and Miss Whipple came
through like a champion.
Formerly a swimmer for Santa
Clara Swim Club (the home of
many international, national, and
Olympian champions), M i s s
Whipple
performed
well
throughout the day, not only in
the tank, but in spirit in every
manner.
An interesting fact
which came out in discussion with
Miss Whipple, a Raymond stu
dent, was she missed going to the
1964 Olympics by less than .5
second.
The 25 yd. breast stroke was
won by Tescher, Am. River, in
18.2; 2nd Nobs, UOP, 18.7; 3rd,
Ryan, SSC, 19.0. The 25 yd.
butterfly was won by Walsh, Am.
River, 14.2; 2nd, Hellman, UOP,
14.8; 3rd, Patterson, SSC, 15.0.
Beggs of Davis won the 25 yd.
backstroke in 16.7; 2nd Doyle,
Am. River, 16.8; 3rd Mclntyre,
Humbolt, 17.0.
The 100 yd.
freestyle saw Cain, Am. River,

win in 1:00.3; 2nd Anderson, Am.
River, 1:06.7; 3rd Bartig, Davis,

1:10.6.
The 50 yd. butterfly was won
by Walsh, Am. River with 31.6;
2nd Lutz, Davis, 32.6; 3rd Hightman, Chico, 36.0. Event No. 8,
50 yd. back, 1st Doyle, Am.
River, 36.4; 2nd Welch, Davis,
38.1; 3rd Reidinger, Davis, 39.2.
Event No. 9, 50 yd. breast, 1st
Whipple, UOP, 35.2; 2nd Ander
son, Am. River, 36.6; Ard O'Sullivan, Chico, 38.7. Event No. 10,
50 yd. free, 1st Cain, Am. River,
26.4; 2nd Parker, UOP, 28.2; 3rd
Hellman, UOP, 28.8. The final
event, the 100 yd. free relay was
won by UOP in 55.9 seconds,
with Davis second with the same
time, and also third.
The final
score was: Ameri
can River Junior College 80; UC
Davis 78; UOP 73; Chico State
29; Sacramento State 19; and
Humbolt 6.
The outstanding
competitors throughout the meet
were Whipple of UOP, and Cain
of ARJC.

Tiger Swimmers
Begin Practice
The UOP swimming team be
gan practice last week in prepa
ration for their first
meet on
Dec. 18. The team began its
workouts by running, working
with weights, and swimming.
These lengthy and difficult
workouts, coupled with the fine
coaching of Conner Sutton have
raised the team spirit and fortell
a promising season.
All are
working hard to bring honor
and glory to the Tigers' tank.
The team invites you to at
tend its games at home and away.
The first home meet is on Dec.
18 at 10:30 A.M. against Weber
State College.

Only $39.88
Guaranteed Full Year

plays & records music or voice
on tape... anywhere!
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BRAKESJBI2S

That 's a | | . . . Yes, Just $12.95 for a complete Break Reline . . .

Includes: Lining, Installaton and adjustment .... All Materal
Original Equipment Quality ... 1 Hour Service.

M&M Brake Service
1105 WATERLOO ROAD - STOCKTON - PHONE 462-9997
(ACROSS FROM BIGG & LITTLE)

Start an album of snap-shots in
sound! Miniature all-transistor
tape recorder plays and records
up to one hour on single reel of
tape. Uses four ordinary flash
light batteries up to 12 hours.
Easy push-button operation;
record and battery level indica
tors. Comes with high quality
dynamic mike and other acces
sories. Offers big recorder quality
in tiny 2 lb. package!
SEE THE CONCORD SOUND
CAMERA TODAY AT:

Meadows Camera
Shop
20 EAST ACACIA ST.
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
24 Hour Color Processing
3220 PACIFIC AVENUE

PHONE 466-7031
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Bengal Basketball Aims for New Heights

Steve Michelson

Joe Ferguson

Dave Fox

Art Gilbert

Pacific Rated as Potential Powerhouse in West
by DAVE EDWARDS
In one of the most startling transformations
since a pumpkin was converted into Cinderella's
carriage, Pacific is the proud possessor of one
of the finest basketball teams on the West Coast
this year. In three short years, the Tigers have
come from a 4-17 record in 1962-63 to become
a serious challenger for the WCAC league title
in 1965-66.

POTENTIAL POWERHOUSE

Jim Hill

The current issue of "Inside Basketball,"
published by "Sport Magazine," says that
Pacific coach Dick Edwards has built a poten
tial powerhouse in this his third season. In
juniors Keith Swagerty and Bob Krulish he has
two of the West Coast's most talented perform
ers.
Although one headline in the magazine
says San Francisco is Sure to Succeed," it ac
knowledges that "Pacific and Santa Clara have
officially enrolled at Pacific. If the Tigers'
the best chance ever of overhauling San Fran
cisco in the WCAC race." This piece was
written before spark plug guard David Fox
chances were good without Fox, they are ten
times as good with him in the lineup.

FEBRUARY 12, 1966
Even though the season is young, Pacific
fans are looking towards Feb. 12, the first meet
ing scheduled between Pacific and USF, as the

day which will mark the turning point in the
conference race.
The wire services, too, have indicated that
Pacific will field
more than a darkhorse this
season. Recent dispatches from AP and UPI
have stated that "USF will win, but . . .
and
have then added that there is a team in Stock
ton which is of championship quality.
WCAC TOURNAMENT
How good is Pacific? Perhaps an answer
to that question will be found during the annual
WCAC Tournament to be held Dec. 27-30 in
San Jose. This Christmas tourney will pit the
league members against one another in an elimi
nation playoff to determine whicb school will
have the team to beat when the league season
starts January 8.
In last year's tournament, Pacific lost to
eventual winner Santa Clara in the second
round, then went on to win fifth
place. The
underdog Broncos upset heavily favored USF
in the championship game last year, to the de
light of the partisan home town fans. The
drawings have not yet been made for the tourna
ment. A good chance exists that the showdown
many people have been waiting for, San Fran
cisco vs. Pacific, will occur before the tourney
is over.
An interesting point is tha tthe tournament
winner has never won the league title the same
year.

Coach Dick Edwards

1965- :l edule
Wed.

M.-T.

Dec. 16—
Dec. 22—
Dec. 23—
Dec.27-30—
Jan. 8—
Jan. 14—
Jan. 15—
Jan. 29
Feb.
Feb. 5—
Feb. 11
Feb. 12—
Feb. 18—
Feb. 19—
Feb. 22Feb. 25—
Feb. 26—Mer. 2—
Mar. 5—

Casaba Club Boosts Bengal Basketball
Casaba Club, the basketball booster's club, according to
Pacific s head basketball coach Dick Edwards, is one of the biggest
reasons for the sudden success of the basketball program.

Mike Nevens

When Edwards was appointed head coach at UOP in 1963,
one of the first things he did was to establish a club composed of
boosters and alumni from Stockton and surrounding areas for the
purpose of backing basketball at Pacific both financial and interestwise.
Casaba, which means mellon, was the name given the club. Norm
Harris, a local businessman was elected president during the first
two years when membership was only a handfull. This year another
local businessman, Frank Rauzi, heads the club. Membership in the
club may be obtained by paying $10 on up. This year's goal of
$a,000 will go directly to coach to help defray expenses for recruitlnS> scouting, filming
of games, and this year travel blazers. The
1965-66 membership has climed to a new high of 100 members,
with 200-300 members the expected goal. The club meets once a'
week when the team is at home to view films of previous games and
to discuss upcoming games.

It is interesting to note that the school itself budgets only
?10,765 for basketball. This amount has to pay for equipment,
travel expenses, referees, guarantees to the visiting teams and other
expenses. It does not include the amount awarded for the scholar
ships.

Bruce Parsons

,
^ith interest running at a new all-time high for Bengal bas
ketball, the Casaba Club will continue to play an important role in
the success of UOP's orpgram.

Swagerty

Tigers

[YLOR UNIVERSITY
TMENTO STATE

ordand University
ortland University
nament at San Jose
*ST. MARY'S
AN JOSE STATE
*SI -NTA BARBARA
>an Francisco State
*at Pepperdine
*at Loyola
*at Santa Clara
A USF
'•'PEPPERDINE
* LOYOLA
*at St. Mary's
SANTA CLARA
'niv. San Francisco
"at San Jose State
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irget, West Coast Athletic Conference Crown

Keith Swagerty

ichedule

JvYLOR UNIVERSITY
^CRAMENTO STATE
at Portland University
at Portland University
Tournament at San Jose
|*ST. MARY'S
.—."'SAN JOSE STATE
L*SANTA BARBARA
...at San Francisco State
.."'at Pepperdine
[
*at Loyola
" at Santa Clara
*USF
PEPPERDINE
"LOYOLA
"'at St. Mary's
-...*SANTA CLARA
"at Univ. San Francisco
—. —Tat San Jose State
"'at Santa Barbara

ames

JO-GO!

Bob Krulish

Joe Kelly

Don Odale

Ron Selim

UOP Big Surprize Last Season; Upset USF
The 1964-65 season was one of surprises for
Pacific fans; the rapid development of Bob Krulish and Keith Swaggerty was one surprise, the
14-12 record in what was essentially a "building"
year for the sophomore-laden Tigers was another surprise, but the one that typified Pacific's
comeback year was the 67-65 upset of USF on
February 26.
In that contest, the Tigers were trying to
atone for a 104-64 whipping administered by
the Dons in San Francisco earlier in the season.
Coach Edwards kept a program of that game,
emblazoned with the final score, as a reminder
of the embarrassment that his team had suffered
in their first
head-on clash wit hthe WCAC
champs.
When the Dons took the floor the night of

the 26th, they met a different team than the
one which they had humiliated several weeks
earlier. This time, the Tigers refused to be
awed by USF's press clippings, and gave Coach
Edwards a victory ride after Krulish s followup shot in the final seconds felled the favored
visitors.
Krulish and Swagerty went on to dominate
Pacific's statistics for the year. Krulish aver"
aged 18.9 points per game for the year, and
topped the team in free throw percentage.
Swagerty, named as the most valuable player
by his teammates, averaged 19.6 ppg an
ranked 5th in the nation in rebounding with a
total of 473 grabs. In addition, he broke a rebounding record set by the great Bill Russell
when he pulled off 39 in one game.

Hillard Witt

Basketball Varsity Roster
No.
Name
3! Raydell Barkley
12 Joe Ferguson
11 Dave Fox
15 Art Gilbert
25 Jim Hill
24 Joe Kelly
23 Bob Krulish ....
10 Steve Michelson
21 Gary Neese
34 Mike Nevins .....
22 Don Odale
14 Bruce Parsons
30 Ron Selim
32 Keith Swagerty
20 Hillard Witt

Pos.
... C
G
G
G
F
F
-F
..... G
F
F
F
... G
C
C
F

Ht.
6' 5"
6' 1"
6' 1"
5'10"
6' 4"
6' 7"
6' 6"
6' 1"
6' 4"
6' 3"
6' 6"
6' 3"
6' 6"
6' 7"
6' 4"

Wa.
215
200
175
175
200
205
205
170
185
210
205
200
210
235
200

Age
21
19
22
21
20
21
20
19
20
19
21
20
19
20
19

Class
Jr.
Soph
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr
Soph.
Jr.
Soph.
Sr.
Jr.
Soph.
Jr.
Soph.

Hometown
Stockton
San Jose
Stockton
Chester, Pa.
Medford Ore.
Munhall, Pa.
Sacramento
Walnut Creek
Burhngame
Yr,eka
Vallejo
Burlmgame
Los Angeles
San Jose
Lakespur

Tiger Coaches Post Winning Records
Coach Dick Edwards moves into his third year as head basket
ball coach at the Univertsity of the Pacific.
Last season Edwards compiled a 14-12 record, bringing the
Tigers their second winning season in a row. He guided Pacific to
a fourth place finish in the tough West Coast Athletic Conference
race with a 8-6 mark.
Edwards career has been one of high success when it comes
to basketball victories. The 34-year-old native of Palmyra, Missouri
and graduate of Culver-Stockton, Missouri guided Yreka High to
a 70-12 record in three seasons. He then moved to El Camino High
in Sacramento where he compiled a 64-9 mark in three years. His
two years as head mentor with the Bengals has given Pacific a 29-23
recrod and brought them to the point of being recognized as a west
coast powerhouse.
Denis Willens, head freshman coach has had even more success
while at Pacific and serving under Edwards. Willens has guided the
Ti-Cats to 16-5 and 14-7 seasons. A 1962 graduate of Pacific, Willens
once again will have an exciting frosh team, brought about by the
excellent recruiting of Edward and Willens.
Bill Wilson, a former star for the Tigers, will be entering his
first year as a coach. He will be assisting both Edwards and Willens
this season. Wilson, a native of Yreka, was selected as an all-WCAC
forward in 1964 and was also named honorable mention all-coast.
He also ranks seventh in all-time career scoring for Pacific with 807
points in two years of varsity play-

Gary Neese

Raydell Barkley
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Whistle And a Paint Brush' Wins I Why Do We Ldligh? let Me Count the Wd]
"We laugh at degraded values,
or in order to degrade values, but
we weep about threatened, lost,
and unattainable values," a noted
philosopher and author theorized
at the Raymond College High
Table Nov. 10.
The speaker was Dr. Alfred
Stern, a professor of philosophy
and languages at California Insti
tute of Technology and president
of the Pacific Division of the
American Philosophy Associa
tion.
He discussed "The Philosophy
of Laughter and Tears," the title
of one of his books on philo
sophy.

The "Colors and Sounds of Christmas" drew a record-breaking
crowd of over one-thousand at Grace Covell Hall's annual Christmas
lea and Open House, Sundhy, Dec. 5.
. , The ladies of section 9 won this year's award with their "Whistle
And A Paint Brush" theme, a take-off on Santa's workshop. Doors
were decorated with Christmas toys such as rag dolls, toy trains, and
stuffed animals. The walls were covered with conical-faced pixie
figures, stringing holly, painting toys, and striping candy canes.

Mish Givens, Covell Hall vice-president estimates that each
section spends over fifty hours decorating for this traditional Christ
mas event.
This year, she says, "the girls achieved much more
elaborate section decorations, using a wide variety of materials that
include anything from aspirin, material, straw, construction paper,
and butcher paper, to Christmas tree lights and bells.
£ rnT°V
f d,IY"g ™om also carried out the sounds and colors
of Christmas with red balls and gold ribbons on the Christmas tree
a red carpet entrance way, Christmas music and Christmas refresh-

ments.

KUOP-AM Schedule
SUNDAY
2:00—Jim Puterbaugh, Popular
4:00—Kevin. Durham, Popular
6:00 Jay Preston, Dixieland
7:30—Wilbur Denious, Rock and
Roll
9;0Q—Jim Irwin, Classical

MONDAY

6:00—Wes Mattox, Rock and Roll
6:30—News
8:00—Bhert Bhang, Rock and Roll
and Pop
8:30—News
9:00—Tom Waters, Popular
10:30—News,
Dave Kinkead, Popular
12:00—News

TUESDAY

6:00—Rock and Roll
6:3 0—News
8:30—News
9:30—Ziggy Koryzma,
Freedom

Voice

of

10:30—News
11:00 Stan Smith, Rock and Roll
1 2:00—News

WEDNESDAY
6:00—Tim Ward, Rock and Roll
6:3 0—News
8:00—Jim Whittle, Jazz
8:30—News
9:30—Jim Irwin, Classical
10:30—News
11:00—Tim Ward and Harry DuMond, Just About Midnight
12:00—News

Dr. Stern interpreted laughter
and weeping as inarticulately
sounded value judgments.
He described laughter as a
"reaction towards a degradation
of values or an action provoking
a degradation of values."
Laughing at someone who falls
into a puddle is a value judg
ment, he said, "criticizing and
chastizing" the fallen one be
cause he "suffers a transistory de
gradation of his value." "He
who falls recognizes in that
laughter an instinctively negative
value judgment prejudicial to his
human dignity."
Another reason for laughter,
he said, is to degrade values.
If we laugh at a serious per
son or his work, that person is
offended. And he has a right to
be offended, for instinctively he
recognizes in this laughter an at
tempt to degrade his value or
that of his work."
Dr. Stern theorized that weep
ing is also the expression of
value judgments but if threaten
ed, unattainable, and lost values.
"The tears of nostalgia, afflic
tion and mourning express value
judgments of lost values; the
tears of frustration, anger and
rage of unattainable values; and

the tears of fear and anxiety of
values considered threatened."
Stern explained that we like to
laugh although it expresses a
negative
appreciation
because
"we have to admit that we do not
dislike uttering negative value
judgments from time to time."
He who laughs "considers him
self the judge of the one he criti
cizes and this gives him an agree
able feeling of superiority."
Two other reasons for laugh
ter, he said, are criticism of the
individual by society and criti
cism of society by the individual.
"Society laughs at human
weaknesses expressed in individ
uals, for human weaknesses are
degradations of human forces
which society tries to preserve.
Society castigates by its laughter
those human weaknesses whose
degradation the individual could
avoid.
"Such laughter is a 'mild pun
ishment and a warning' by society
and has 'social usefulness' as a
corrective function," the speaker
said.

Stern stated that societies tend
to present their values as uni
versal values, which explains the
constant state of value concep
tion warfare that exists between
individuals, collective groups and
societies.
"Societies try to preserve and
protect their values with special
sanctions."
Although the mildest of these
sanctions is laughter, it is "one
of the most powerful weapons in
this warfare which societies use
to degrade any competing system
of values," he said.
To avoid this punishment
which would isolate them socially,
individuals and collective groups
must give up their specific value
conceptions too different from
those of the majority. Society
will then have exerted an assimi-

6:00—Jazz
6:30—News
8:00—Stan Leemon
8:30—News
9:30—Steve Carter, Rock and Roll
10:30—'News
12:00—News
All times — P.M.

This reaction he explains
kind of spiritual liberation oi
individual from the coercivi
fluence society exerts on him
an affirmation of his pers
sovereignty towards society.

"The specific weapon the i
vidual forges in this warfari
laughter against society is
joke.
There exists as m
classes of jokes as classes
values," Stern said.

Hawaii
The 1966 Summer Travel
gram to the University of
waii Summer Session is now
cepting reservations. S p e c
rates for students and teacl
for the 43-day summer ses:
program begin as low as $[
This price includes roundPan American jet air travel fi
the West Coast, accommodati
in Waikiki Beach hotels, phi
full schedule of 22 planned
tivities.
Full particulars including
24-page illustrated bulletin
1966 application forms are av
able by writing to Dr. Rol
Cralle, executive director,
Adler University Study Tours
Hawaii, 345 Stockton Street, !
Francisco 8, California.

SHIRTS

Gant
Pendleton

BUSINESS OFFICE

SWEATERS

Special Notice

Bramer-Cashmere
Byford-V-Neck
Cox-Moore-V-Neck

To all students who register in advance
January 3 To 8, 1966

In order to complete registration at the
Business Office
1. A $5(100 advance payment must be made
by cash or check in person. (This payment
cannot be billed or deferred).

COLOGNES

1 2 Office* y°Ur S ° Cia ' Security Card t0 Business

I mmA

"This dangerous charact
the laughter of society at thi
of individuals and art:
groups explains the reactic
the individual and the parti
groups toward society. They
revenge by laughing at sc
and try by their laughter t<
grade the system of value
society by which they feel t
selves oppressed," the spf
said.

PERFECT
GIFTS FOR
CHRISTMAS

THURSDAY

3. Delinquent accounts must be cleared.

latory function, Stern expl-

MENS SHOP
20 N. CALIFORNIA ST

Jade East
English Leather
Russian Leather
Cognac
Rolal Lime
H. M. S.
and now ... 1718 PACIFIC
PHONE 466-0007

QyJjlpha Chi Guy

• II n
I
uric
Roger Lappin
was recently
;xPla:r
ed "Alpha Chi Guy" at a
preceeding the fall
ractt, ,remony
[edge dance, "A Dustcotheque."
fthe
•Ue occasion was memorable for
attic Lger as that evening he had just
ictio
t
inounced his pinning to Connie
3arti
ihnemus of Alpha Chi.
c
For the last two years, Roger
as been active as a cheerleader
Pacific. His other interests
er to
'allies ,clude his Model A Club, surf:el t
!g, and Connie. Roger, a junior
sPet rom. San Jose is a member of
>hi Kappa Tau. He is a philalls j sophy major and may enter the
)ti0f eaching profession after graduTcivt tion.
hi®: Selecting an Alpha Chi Guy
pets: ,as become a tradition just beore the fall pledge dance. "Al:«y.
,ha Chi Guy's" still on campus
4e«
re Tim Miller, Roger Clark and
.rfate
'erry Delamater.
' «I

5

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
EXAM.
HOUR

Tuesday
January 25

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
MWF 1:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
MWF 2:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
TTh 10:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
TTh 2:00

Final
Exams
for These
Classes

Final
Exams
for These
Classes

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
MWF 8:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
MWF 9:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
MWF 3:00

.Classes
Meeting
Regularly
MWF 10:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
MWF 11:00

1:00 to
2:50
(2 unit
courses)
1:00 to
3:50
(3 unit
courses)

All
Sections of
English 1 asi
and
English lbsi

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
TTh 1:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
TTh 3:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
TTh 8:00

Classes
Meeting
Regularly
TTh 9:00

4:15 to
6:00
and
7:15
to 9:00
or 9:50

Lecture
as
Usual

Lecture

Final

Final
Exams

9:00
to
11:50

jpha Lambda Delta Begins Tutoring;
'roceeds Will Help Stockton Children
The members of Alpha LambIlia Delta have initiated a service
ijjroject that will benefit the stu£ dents on campus and the less forI* lunate children of South StockLon.

couraged to see their professors
if they are having difficulty in
their classes. This project is not
faculty sponsored.
Alpha Lambda Delta is only
charging #1.50 an hour for tu
toring so that more students will
be table to take advantage of this
offer. If a large number of stu
dents are interested in being tu
tored in English 1A, a group
plan may be set up so that the
cost per individual might be
lowered.

Alpha Lambda Delta, the na
tional honor society for Pacific
women who were able to attain a
J.50 grade point average during
their freshman year in college,
have proposed to put their know
ledge to use and tutor students
on campus.
All of the money the club
The courses in which tutoring
members earn tutoring will be
is available include: Bible, biol
);placed in a fund for the children
ogy, history, mathematics, phys
of Boggs Tract located in South
ics, psychology, sociology, Span
I Stockton.
ish, and speech.
The tutoring offered by the
Anyone interested in having a
club members is only to be used
as a supplement to help by the . tutor should contact Claudia
professors.
Students are en- Merrick in room 311 Covell Hall.
!

as
Usual

Exams
for These
Classes

CONVENIENCE

Saturday
Claslses
meet for
Final Exam

for These
Classes

Turf-Vac Leaf Devouring Records
by STEVE TURNER
After three years of persistent
effort for UOP to allot approxi
mately #2500 to the department
of grounds, Chuck Norwood, su
perintendent of grounds, finally
was able to purchase a mechani
cal goat. That is, a Turf Vac.
This is a large green noisy ma
chine that is able to do the work
of from four to twelve men. The
Turf Vac is powered by an 18
horsepower, two cylinder engine.
Driving a vacuum and a large
rotary blade, the Turf Vac di
gests everything from grass clip
pings, leaves, and paper plates,
to pop bottles and beer cans.
After chewing up these ingredi
ents, it spits them out in a large
bag, and can be used as a ferti
lizer-mulch.
Turf Vac is made in the East
by an obscure company which
turns these machines out at a

LAST MINUTE GIFTS ON CAMPUS
FOR YOUR

Fall Semester, 1965-66

MONDAY, JANUARY 17 THROUGH TUESDAY, JANUARY 25, 1966
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Monday
January 19
January 20
January 21
January 22
January 24
January 17
January 18

h

isses
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Open Invitation
To Ride The
Sensational New

price of a little over #2200. Ac
cording to Norwood, this is
cheap at half the price. He stated
that UOP has had several dif
ferent types of similar machines
on the campus at various times
but that the Turf Vac was the
most satisfactory.
Before the first month was up,
the Turf Vac had been in the re
pair shop at least twice. Nor
wood said, "It has a few bugs in
it at first, but the company recti
fied that." He also stated that
the Turf Vac was incapable of
picking up wet leaves and debris.
This is somewhat of a disadvan
tage as right after a rain and
windstorm, the campus is strewn
with wet leaves and debris.
However, Norwood stated that
it could easily take the place of
from four to twelve men who
were handling brooms and rakes.
He also stated that BTV (before
Turf Vac) it took four men all
day to pick up the piles of leaves
left by the rakers and cart them
off by truck to the dump, which
incidentally, is almost a thirty
mile round trip.

However if the Turf Vac isn't
seen around often, it's because
the student traffic during the day
is such that there's little room in
which the Turf Vac can work.
But on the other hand, many of
the students and faculty have
complained about the noise it
makes if it is used during the
night or in the early hours of the
morning.
Surprisingly enough, though
this isn't the main reason the
Turf Vac isn't used during the
night. With lights installed on
the thing to make it workable at
night, the battery is drained and
the engine cannot run. Vive la
Turf Vac!
GRADUATE BUSINESS
The admission test for gradu
ate study in business will be
given to applicants for admission
to certain graduate business
schools.
Registration forms and fees
must reach the Educational Test
ing Service at least two weeks be
fore the testing date, February 5,
1966.

A-1 S T A R T S T H E ACTION W I T H S T Y L E !

MOTORCYCLE

THE TRIM
(but not too slim)
TAPERED
AUTHENTIC
IVY SLACKS <
NO-IRON

- AT -

Glen A. McGill

"GUARANTEED

NEVER NEEDS IRONING

MOTORCYCLES

Phone 466-2996

CLINICAL PHARMACY
106 WEBER - U.O.P.

HAPPY HOLIDAY
SEASON TO ALL!

At SHARP men's stores that carry the LATEST or write:
A-1 Kotzin Co., 1300 Santee St., Los Angeles, Calit. 90015
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LaMond Named Pacific Project Head
For National Guard College Program

Y Conference on 'Man Alive'

"Man Alive" is this year's
theme for the annual Asilomar
Conference of the Pacific South
west College "Y's" to be held
Dec. 27 - Jan. 1, at La Honda.
This theme will underline plat
form speeches, seminars, com
munity groups, singing, worship,
recreation, resource hours, and
round-the-clock discussion.
Tina Welty, vice president of
Anderson "Y", is this year's cochairman for the conference. Ac
cording to Miss Welty, students
from five western states "will be
exploring how experiences, ideas,
and pepple can be significant in
today's mass society."
Activity at the Asilomar Con
ference is broken down into four
basic areas:
Seminar Topics — each delegate
will select one seminar and re
main with it throughout the con
ference. Topics include: "Chris
tianity in Competition", "What

it Means to be a Person", "Social
men throughout the years. In
Associate Professor of Music is federalized by an order by
Analysis Via James Bond, Et fact, President Robert Burns was
Al", and "Effective Social Ac once chairman himself.
President.
Charles D. LaMond has been
tion".
UOP hopes to send 25 dele
Music and Choir — Louise Stev gates to the conference this year. appointed Project Officer for the
Pianist LaMond is himse]
ens, wife of Anderson "Y" Ex There is still space open for in
new College Commission Pro
weekend
warrior. A former
ecutive Secretary Stan Stevens terested students. One need not gram at Pacific. The C.C.P. is
force
pilot
in World War Ij
and a student of music, will lead
be a "Y" member to attend.
the National Guard's equivalent
such activities as a folk mass,
Cost for the five day confer
is now captain in the Avia
freedom songs, group singing, ence is $47.50, not including to the R.O.T.C. program offered Section of the 49th Division
and special concerts.
transportation to La Honda, at some colleges.
tillery.
Recreation — will offer the usual which is located 55 miles south
athletics plus leisurely walks of San Francisco. A scholarship
Under the new program, soph
"Although a cadet will
through the redwoods of La loan and fund has been set up
omore
men begin their "weekend
face the draft or the six i
Honda.
for those who need it to help
warrior" training on a pay status.
Worship and Pause — lead by defer the cost.
active duty of other resei
L _ point
„
_ ...
Dr. Larry Jackson, dean of the
Further information may be They graduate from the Califor
he
out, "the_ progra
chapel at Pacific. Services will obtained from the "Man Alive" nia Military Academy about one
diraft-dodger's paradise,
seek new and deeper understand
brochure, which is available at
ing is exacting and reqr
month after their college gradua
ing of worship. The period im the "Y". Those interested should
possession
crnn of positive
tion.
Guard
personnel,
having
mediately following corporate contact Stan Stevens directly.
ship."
full federal recognition, cannot
worship will be a time for per
sonal reflection.
be called to active duty by the
Further information may
Pacific has had a longstanding
U.S. government unless their unit obtained from LaMond.
representation to this conference
Today
and has provided it with chair

Tiger Quide

"Y" Film — "Candide"
International Festival
Kappa Alpha Theta Formal Din
ner Dance — 6 p.m. to midnight
Playbox
Between Two Thieves"
— 8 p.m.
The proposed publication date
Phi Delta Chi Winter Dinner
is March and the deadline for
Dance — 8 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
finished
manuscripts is Friday,
North Quad Social Hall — 1 p.m.
Judge Willens — "Realities of
Dec. 17.
Adolescent Youth in Today's
Society"
Although "The Haleyon" has
not been extremely successful in Saturday, Dec. 11
International Festival
recent years, Patty Jones, 1966
WRA
Volleyball Sportsday —
editor, emphasized that it is the
Davis
intention of the student editors
Delta Delta Delta Formal — 7:30
p.m. to 1 a.m.
to create an outlet for the crea
Playbox — "Between Two Thieves"
tive talent of the general student
— 8:30 p.m.
body.
Alpha Kappa Lambda Pledge
Dance—8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Assisting Miss Jones on her Sunday, Dec. 12
editorial staff are Debbie King,
Messiah — 4 p.m.
Bob Soneschine, Laurette MattPSA Christmas Pageant—7:30 p.m.
Delta Upsilon Christmas Tea — 2
son, and Tom Farley.
Go 4 p.m.
Quad W Holiday Tea — 2 to 4
p.m.
Quad V Open House — 1:30 to
3:30 p.m.
PINNINGS:
Monday, Dec. 13
Beth Williams, Delta Gamma,
Basketball — Baylor — Here
to Tom Rodella, Phi Kappa Tau. Tuesday, Dec. 14
Connie Ohnemus, Alpha Chi
Chapel
11 a.m. — Lewis S. Ford,
Speaker
Omega, to Roger Lappin, Phi
Newman Club — 11 a.m.
Kappa Tau.
General Faculty Meeting — 4 p.m.
— Anderson Lecture Hall
ENGAGEMENTS:
Faculty Recital — Dickson Titus,
Pat O'Brien, Alpha Chi Ome
Baritone — 8:15 p.m.
ga, to Ric Gunther, Phi Kappa Wednesday, Dec. 15
Tau.
Peace Corps Visit — Mr. Allen
Raymond Christmas Dress Dinner
Nancy Smith, Alpha Chi
— 6:30 p.m.
Omega, to Chris Schott, UCLA
Woodwind Ensemble — 8:15 p.m.
Graduate School of Business.
Dr. Scott, Director
Linda Peacock, Covell Hall, to Thursday, Dec. 16
Doug Christian, School of PharPeace Corps Visit — Mr. Allen —
ma cy.
11 a.m.
Raymond Christmas Party

'Halcyon': Creative Outlet
The call has gone out for all
creative students to submit their
poems, short stories, critical
essays and photography for con
tribution to Pacific's student liter
ary magazine, "The Halcyon."
All material used will be writ
ten, edited, reviewed and judged
by students, since as emphasized
by Dr. Charles Clerc, faculty
advisor, it is a "student" maga
zine.
All Pacific students with a de
sire to see their creative efforts
printed for audience scrutiny are
encouraged to contribute their
manuscripts by way of campus
mail to: the English office; Deb
bie King, 276 Covell Hall; or
Patty Jones, 301 Quad V. There
is also a box in the library where
manuscripts may be deposited.

SUMMER JOBS
More than 50,000 summer em
ployment openings in this coun
try and abroad are listed in the
1966 Summer Employment Guide
just published by the National
Employment Services Institute,
Washington, D.C. The Guide
may be obtained by writing B. J.
Smith, circulation manager, at
1750 Pennsylvania Ave., Wash
ington, D.C.

December lo,

100% Pure Apaca Sweaters $11.94

and 10% Discount with Student Body Cards

Pinnings & Engagements

j||?v

%
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL

MACS DISCOUNT
1015 W. Hammer Lane, Stockton

INSTANT CREDli!

it

trouble."

'

°

WOm°n' ,f

is wel1

r

worth the

Oh
ONE
WEEK ONLY I

TRY A LUGO PIZZA AND YOU'LL SEE!
//

Man's

Acclaimed the finest by those who know7/

121 E. Fremont

MENS OR LADIES

Stockton, California

P| zza

Spaghetti
Raviolis
Salads
Hamburgers Cheeseburgers Rib-Eye Steak
rflPrc to
tm take
\._
J
Orders
out 463-6544

CU
I FF LINK SET

w-

Watch
Bands

YOU CAN

ALL-WAYS *><>

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

Open 11 A.M. Daily

BETTER AT

ROGERS!

2224 PACIFIC AVENUE
- AND 401 E. MAIN STREET

